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Abstract 

As the media landscape has evolved over the past few years, especially with 
the emergence of interactive media and social media, the philosophy of 
advertising is significantly changing. Most businesses realize that the days 
when they relied on three national networks (ABC, NBC, and CBS) and 
a few national newspapers to advertise are gone; thus, they begin to find 
alternatives to standardized advertising. Many of them begin to adopt 
more individualized advertising approaches, empowered by the Internet 
technologies.

Although a few high-technology companies—such as Google, 
 Facebook, and Amazon—are showing success in delivering individual-
ized advertising messages to consumers, this approach (including both 
personalization and customization) is not suitable for all businesses. The 
problem is that many companies don’t know what strategy is the best 
for their business. The purpose of this book is to describe in detail and 
discuss the pros and cons of each of the three fundamental strategies of 
advertising: standardized, targeted, and individualized. The importance 
of collecting consumer insights and incorporating those insights into 
advertising messages will be highlighted. No single strategy is absolutely 
more effective than the others; however, here you are given a real strategy 
based on a scrutiny of the value proposition of the business and expecta-
tions of consumers. 

Keywords  

advertising strategy, customization, individualization, personalization, 
standardization, targeting
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CHAPTER 1

How Does Advertising 
Function in General?

This opening chapter broadly describes the philosophies and practices in 
the advertising world. It also explains several key terminologies widely 
used in the advertising industry. Specifically, it answers the following 
questions:

• How is advertising commonly defined?
• How has the Internet changed the advertising business in 

general?
• Why is advertising a combination of strategic thinking and 

creative work?
• How should an advertising campaign be executed?
• How should an advertising campaign’s effectiveness be 

 measured?

What Exactly Is Advertising?

Traditional Definition

Since this book explains how to select and implement an effective adver-
tising strategy, the first thing that I need to do is to define what advertis-
ing is or what, in my opinion, advertising really means. This is not an easy 
task, at least it is not as easy as it sounds. The truth of the matter is this: 
Most people encounter hundreds or even thousands of commercial mes-
sages per day, and the definition of advertising is largely subject to each 
person’s individual experience. As seen in an article published in the Jour-
nal of Advertising,1 numerous definitions of advertising, given by differ-
ent textbooks, dictionaries, trade organizations, and government agencies 
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exist. It is unbelievably difficult to reach a consensus on what advertising 
really is, even among those experts who practice or teach advertising for 
their living.

The major problem of defining advertising is that advertising shares 
some common characteristics with other forms of marketing communica-
tion, such as sales promotion, direct marketing, and public relations. To 
make a clean and clear distinction between each of these activities is quite 
challenging. I don’t believe that I have the talent to solve this problem, 
and it is probably unnecessary for me to add to the existing definitions 
and provide another one. However, it is worthwhile for me to explain 
how advertising is commonly defined in the field, and put my two cents 
in as to how it is related to this book.

An interesting question that I frequently get from my students in 
entry-level advertising courses is: Why are most advertising programs 
held in the communication school instead of the business school at 
a university? Intuitively, advertising sounds very business-oriented, 
doesn’t it? Well, yes, advertising is certainly a part of business opera-
tions. However, more importantly, in essence it is a type of commu-
nication. A classic way to describe communication is: Who says what 
in which channel to whom with what effect?2 If you think about this 
description, advertising indeed is communication. Most existing defi-
nitions of advertising actually reflect this nature and capture some or 
all of the following five elements: (1) create a paid message; (2) reach 
more than one person; (3) include an identified sponsor; (4) use mass 
media; and (5) persuade.3 In other words, advertising can be regarded 
as a paid communication process from an identified sponsor, using 
mass media to persuade or influence many people. Such a definition 
worked well for advertising practices before the Internet arrived. For 
example, a company pays for a television commercial on a national 
network and the advertising message gets delivered to many consum-
ers who watch TV and who presumably will buy the product or ser-
vice advertised. The Internet, however, is a game changer. Over the 
past two decades, the Internet has significantly changed how compa-
nies and consumers send and receive messages. As a result, the funda-
mental philosophy of how advertising works or should work has been 
altered.
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New Meanings

If we further examine the five aforementioned elements that are typically 
attached to advertising, we can argue that at least three of them are not 
applicable anymore. First, media used to be categorized into two camps 
based on their functions: interpersonal media and mass media. The pur-
pose of interpersonal media is to facilitate one-to-one communication. 
Examples of these media include telephones and letters. In contrast, mass 
media make one-to-many communication possible by sending messages 
to the mass. Conventional mass media, of course, refer to newspapers, 
magazines, radio, and television.

The Internet blurs the line between interpersonal media and mass 
media. Within an Internet environment, not only is one-to-one com-
munication possible, but also there are one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many.4 Therefore, the Internet is a mixture of interpersonal 
media and mass media. From an advertising perspective, this feature 
is critical because it upends the basic logic of advertising which is that 
advertising messages should be paid and that they need to go through 
mass media and reach more than one person. The new understanding 
today is: (1) advertising may not be paid, (2) advertising may not go 
through mass media, and (3) advertising may not necessarily reach more 
than one person at one time.

A primary reason why communication scholars classify media into 
either interpersonal media or mass media is because mass media are sub-
ject to the so-called gatekeepers, while interpersonal media are not. For 
example, when you make a phone call or write a letter to another person, 
you are in full control of the message flow. There is no middle man in 
between you and the other party. That is not the case with mass media 
because ordinary people don’t have access to it. Consider a conventional 
mass medium, such as television. It is the gatekeepers, such as journalists, 
reporters, and editors who decide which messages get sent to the masses. 
If you want to have a voice there, you need to pay and your message is 
subject to scrutiny. Unfortunately, the price is high, especially when you 
are referring to some mass media with a national impact. I guess you 
know how expensive Super Bowl ads are. Yes, $4 million for 30 seconds!5 
It’s crazy, but true. It’s a small wonder that most businesses cannot afford 
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this type of luxury ads, but the good news is that the Internet provides 
every company opportunities to advertise for free or with little expense.

Social media such as Facebook and Twitter are excellent examples to 
illustrate the point that the Internet has significantly changed the adver-
tising world. When you set up your business account on Twitter, for 
instance, you are empowered to communicate with consumers in many 
different ways such as one-to-one (replying to an individual follower’s 
tweet) and one-to-many (posting a tweet for all followers). The beauty of 
this is: You are in control of the message exchange and you don’t pay big 
bucks to the media to do this for you. Thus, whatever messages you create 
on the Internet become advertising, no matter whether they go through 
your corporate website, social media account, or other platforms.

The purpose of my writing this book is not to teach you how to build 
an effective corporate website or on what social media platform you 
should set up a business account. Instead, I want to focus on the third 
change the Internet brings to advertising practices that I mentioned ear-
lier: Advertising may not necessarily reach more than one person at one 
time. Traditionally, a common method for pricing an ad is based on 
how many people it is expected to reach. The more, the better. Now we 
know why Super Bowl ads are so expensive. Yes, over 100 million peo-
ple are expected to watch the game!6 If you do the math, you will find 
out that you pay approximately four cents for each person potentially 
exposed to your ad, given that it costs you $4 million in total. It doesn’t 
look that expensive now, right? This is why many companies are eager to 
seek media vehicles that can help them reach as many people as possible 
and they are willing to pay for these media channels. Another reason 
is that many people believe advertising expense is a good indicator of 
marketing effort: The more money spent on advertising, the greater the 
effort—meaning that the company really has faith in the product so as 
to advertise it heavily.7

You don’t have $4 million to spend on advertising? Okay, don’t worry. 
The emergence of new media presents alternative ways to advertise. 
Instead of trying to reach a gigantic number of people with one shot, you 
can communicate with each individual consumer at one time. This type 
of communication is often termed as personalization or individualiza-
tion.8 Such an idea of communicating with each individual consumer 
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is not really new, but it is the Internet that makes such communications 
inexpensive and affordable. Many times these individualized communica-
tions are even more effective than advertising to the mass. One thing to 
note, however, is that I am not suggesting that individualized communi-
cation is always superior to other types of communication. In fact, in cer-
tain cases, it is not the ideal approach. In later chapters, I will lay out the 
fundamentals of three major advertising strategies and discuss when each 
of them is suitable for a business and should be adopted: (1) standardized, 
or talking to many consumers; (2) targeted, or talking to a group of con-
sumers; and (3) individualized, or talking to each individual consumer. I 
will also elaborate on how advertising messages should be created based 
on each strategy and how to measure their effectiveness.

Two Sides of Advertising

Being Strategic

Advertising has two sides: strategy and creativity. Some people mistak-
enly think advertising is all about making things visually appealing and 
entertaining—this certainly is a misperception. Advertising does involve 
a great deal of creative work and certain software usage, but knowing how 
to use Photoshop or InDesign doesn’t necessarily mean that you are doing 
advertising in a correct way. An effective advertising campaign must be 
both strategic and creative.

From an operational standpoint, a typical full service advertising 
agency has four departments that perform different jobs: account manage-
ment, account planning, creative development and production, and media 
planning and buying. Apparently, developing creative work is one func-
tion of an agency, among many. Specifically, people in the creative depart-
ment, such as art directors and copywriters, are responsible for developing 
creative messages in a certain strategic direction. This direction is usually 
generated from consumer research conducted by account planners who 
work in the account planning department. Thus, developing ad messages 
is in fact a collaborative process between strategy and creativity.

The history of incorporating both sides (strategy and creativity) in 
advertising goes back to the 1960s. In the old days, strategy didn’t play a 
critical role in the advertising world. Many advertising campaigns were 
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developed and implemented without knowing much who the target 
audiences were and what they wanted. The concept of account planning 
that advertising messages need to reflect consumer insights was origi-
nated in the UK by two advertising agencies (JWT and BMP) in the 
late 1960s.9 In 1981, this idea was introduced to the United States and 
made its debut at an agency in New York (Chiat\Day).10 Today, it has 
been widely recognized and adopted in advertising communities across 
the world.11

In its formative years in the UK, account planning was considered as 
a response to the need to understand changing consumer cultures.12 The 
most critical function of account planning, therefore, is to apply knowl-
edge and understanding of consumers to the development of advertising 
messages.13 When Apple was ready to promote its Macintosh, it asked its 
advertising agency to focus on the computer’s power. However, through 
consumer research, the agency learned that consumers actually wanted 
radical ease of use. Accordingly, the advertising campaign switched the 
focus to emphasize that anyone could operate the system. As predicted, 
the campaign turned out to be very successful and Apple computers 
became popular.14 This example illustrates why it is necessary and impor-
tant for advertisers to understand consumers.

The term account planning may seem somewhat ambiguous and odd 
to many people, including advertising professionals, but in general, peo-
ple agree that account planning is mainly about strategy or research.15 
Account planners are generally regarded as the researchers in an advertis-
ing agency because they are involved in all sorts of research activity such 
as collecting market information, analyzing and interpreting consumer 
data, conducting personal interviews, and moderating focus groups.16 In 
advertising practitioners’ own words, “a hugely important part of plan-
ning is to understand how people feel” and “to make ads that strike a 
chord with people.”17

More importantly, account planners are considered to be strategists 
and insight miners, meaning that they need to develop a well-grounded 
and justifiable strategy based upon their research findings.18 The final tan-
gible output of this strategy formation process is a single-page writing 
called creative brief. It summarizes all key issues discovered in consumer 
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research and pinpoints a strategic direction that will foster creative ideas 
and solutions.19

Although advertising cannot live without either side, strategy and 
creativity don’t always work well together. They often tend to be adversar-
ies rather than cooperative teams.20 The truth is that in most cases the 
creative side of advertising is more visible than the strategic side. This is 
probably why many people underestimate the importance of strategy to 
advertising. Although account planners are continuously involved in the 
whole advertising campaign process, the exact contribution of their con-
sumer research and strategic thinking to the effectiveness of ad messages 
is difficult to be assessed with finality.21 In reality, people use different 
measures to evaluate the job of an account planner such as the client’s 
feedback, the number of award-winning, and the extent of media cover-
age of the advertising.22 None of these measures seems to be universally 
acceptable.

Being Creative

Creativity may be one of the most complex human behaviors to describe 
and explain.23 There is no magic formula to turn an uncreative person 
into someone full of creative ideas, but research has shown that creativ-
ity may be related to risk taking. In the advertising world, it is believed 
that people who are more willing to take risks tend to be more creative.24 
Thus, I tell my advertising students to try something different each day, 
a special food or a unique dress or something else, if they want to pursue 
their careers in an advertising agency via the creative route.

Creativity in advertising is always associated with terms such as crea-
tive thinking, problem solving, imagination, and innovation. Different from 
other forms of creativity, advertising creativity must achieve a specific 
business objective. If the business objective is not fulfilled, the creative 
endeavor will be considered failed.25 As mentioned earlier, the creative 
work in advertising needs to be guided by a strategic direction. Therefore, 
advertising creativity possesses two significant features. The fundamental 
characteristic is divergence—the ad message must contain elements that 
are novel and unusual in some way.26 At the same time, the message must 
also be appropriate and relevant—it must be meaningful and valuable to 
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the audiences such as showing the product being used in circumstances 
familiar to them.27 In other words, the message needs to reflect a correct 
understanding of advertising strategy and target audiences.28

In the literature, the importance of creativity to advertising effective-
ness is generally acknowledged and accepted, although there are multiple 
ways to define and measure advertising creativity.29 Some people like to 
use the opinions from advertising professionals to judge whether a certain 
ad is creative or not. Others prefer to make decisions based on whether the 
advertising campaign wins a creative award. For example, in a study that 
tested the effects of advertising creativity,30 ads from award-winning cam-
paigns and ads from random network television programs were selected 
to represent high and low creativity, respectively. It was shown that highly 
creative ads were deemed as more interesting, more memorable, and also 
more likeable. In another study that examined the relationship between 
advertising creativity and ad likeability, consumers were asked to name 
their most liked and disliked television commercials.31 Separately, those 
commercials were rated by an expert panel on the level of creativity. As 
the study results suggested, a larger proportion of liked commercials were 
considered to be highly creative than disliked ones.

Although creative ads may generate greater attention and lead to more 
favorable effects, such conclusions need to be interpreted with caution 
because most research studies of advertising creativity are conducted in a 
forced-exposure setting: research participants are explicitly told to process 
some stimulus advertising message. In more realistic settings, of course, 
people have a choice of whether to engage or not engage with the mes-
sage. More creative ads may not necessarily trigger deeper mental process-
ing than less creative ones.32 Moreover, the creative approach doesn’t work 
universally with all product categories or age groups.33 Older consumers 
may prefer less creativity than younger consumers. Also, creativity may be 
inappropriate for medical or health-related products.

Finally, it needs to be pointed out that a person’s judgment of cre-
ativity is quite subjective. For instance, advertising professionals and 
consumers often hold different opinions with this regard. For advertis-
ing practitioners, creativity tends to be what makes their client’s busi-
ness objective reachable, whereas for the public, creativity tends to mean 
whether the advertising message is relevant to their needs. In a study that 
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tested whether advertising practitioner views of advertising creativity 
were different from those of consumers, a group of advertising agency 
people and a group of television-viewing consumers were surveyed and 
interviewed.34 The study results revealed significant differences between 
the two groups in terms of how they evaluated the creativity of certain 
television commercials. In another study, it was shown that people are 
more interested in the brand information and tend to perceive it to be 
of higher quality when exposed to more creative advertising messages in 
comparison to less creative ones.35 However, such effects are determined 
by individuals’ perceived creativity. At the end of the day, consumers’ 
perceptions are what matter most.

To Educate or to Entertain?

Being Informative

What is the ultimate goal for companies to advertise? As reflected in 
common advertising definitions described earlier in this chapter, it is to 
persuade and influence consumers. Companies need to select a specific 
approach to execute the campaign because advertising can be executed in 
various ways that lead to different persuasion effects. In general, there are 
two execution options: One that is designed to appeal to the rationality of 
consumers by using objective information describing a product’s attrib-
utes or benefits, and the other that is designed to appeal to consumers’ 
emotions by using drama, music, and other emotion-eliciting tactics.36 
A typical way to label these two approaches is rational versus emotional, 
although other terms also have been used in the advertising and market-
ing literature (informational versus transformational; factual versus evalu-
ative; thinking versus feeling; hard sell versus soft sell).37

Discussions exist on how these two execution approaches work. The 
central focus is under what circumstances one approach is superior to the 
other. The explanation of using the rational approach mainly comes from 
information processing theories in social psychology. According to this 
perspective, consumers are rational decision makers who actively search 
for, attend to, and evaluate data to make brand choices.38 In this case, 
advertising serves as one of the primary information sources for them 
to make purchase decisions.39 Thus, informational advertising aims to 
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change consumers’ beliefs of the advertised brand by presenting strong 
arguments about product attributes.40

A well-established theory in social psychology, the Elaboration Likeli-
hood Model (ELM),41 for example, states that people take different routes 
(central or peripheral) to process information. When they are highly 
involved with something, they tend to process a message related to that 
subject carefully. In other words, they will process the content deeply if 
the message appears to be relevant to them. Their attitudes are likely to 
change, in this case, if the arguments presented in the message are strong 
and evidence-based. This is why informational advertising should be used 
for thinking products (high involvement products) such as cars, furni-
ture, or cameras.42

As argued by many academics and practitioners, whether to adopt 
the rational or emotional approach depends on several factors such as 
what type of product is promoted in the advertising message and via what 
media channel the message is delivered.43 It even depends on in what 
country the product is advertised.44 Print media, for example, are more 
suitable for the rational approach because print is reader-paced and allows 
more message detail and explanation.45

Being Entertaining

Different from the rational approach, the emotional approach is grounded 
in the feeling side of consumption instead of the thinking side. The goal 
of this approach is to connect consumers to the advertised brand by creat-
ing an emotion such as humor, love, fear, and guilt.46 Apparently, these 
emotions can be either positive or negative.47 Emotional appeals have 
been used in many advertising campaigns, such as in Pepsi-Cola’s (“Get 
that Pepsi feeling”) and Burlington’s (“Never go to bed with a sheet you 
don’t love”).48

The most frequently used emotional appeal in the advertising world is 
humor. The effects of using humor in advertising have been widely tested 
in academic and industrial research. Humor helps attract people’s atten-
tion and enhance liking of the ad and the advertised brand.49 However, it 
doesn’t appear to offer an advantage at increasing the message’s credibility 
and persuasive effects. Thus, it is important to keep in mind that an ad 
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being entertaining is not equal to it being effective, although we see funny 
ads all the time.

First of all, the audience factor will influence responses to humor. 
What is funny to a certain gender, ethnic, or age group may not nec-
essarily be funny to others. For example, research has shown that men 
tend to enjoy sexual jokes more than women.50 Moreover, the use of 
humor is more appropriate for advertising consumer nondurables such 
as soft drinks, alcohol products, snacks, and candy,51 but it is not suit-
able for high involvement products because people tend to have strong 
relationships with these products. Making fun of such relationships may 
be considered as threatening.52 Finally, humorous ads are more proper for 
broadcast media than print media because television viewers and radio 
listeners are passive message receivers and they are generally waiting to be 
entertained.53

Being Informative and Entertaining

Is it possible or wise to adopt both the rational and emotional approach 
and include multiple appeals in a single advertising message? Well, yes, 
sometimes. It depends to whom the advertising message is sent. Strong 
persuasion effects tend to occur when the appeal used in the message 
matches the message receiver’s preference for processing information.54

There exist some measures in social psychology that gauge a person’s 
tendency to engage in and enjoy thinking (e.g., the Need for Cognition 
scale).55 People who score high on such measures are believed to be active 
information seekers. The rational approach, thus, is more effective for 
these people.56 Similarly, there are measures that have been used in the 
field to evaluate to what extent a person responds to an emotional appeal 
(e.g., the Need for Emotion scale).57 People who score high on such scales 
are believed to be emotion seekers and they consistently experience their 
emotions with greater strength when exposed to emotionally provocative 
stimuli.58 In a study that tested the effects of emotional versus non-emo-
tional appeals,59 it was shown that emotion seekers were more receptive 
to emotional advertising.

An interesting thing is that some people may be comfortable with 
both information processing styles (rational versus emotional) and they 
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switch back and forth whenever necessary. These people are generally con-
sidered as combination processors.60 To advertise to them, both rational 
and emotional appeals can be included in the advertising message.

Obviously, to make these judgmental calls on whether to adopt the 
rational approach, or the emotional approach, or both, you need a good 
consumer database in hand so that you know whom you are talking to 
in your advertising. Therefore, it is critical to know how to use existing 
consumer databases and also how to set up new databases for the purpose 
of making strategic decisions.

Memory, Attitude, and Behavior

Do Consumers Remember You?

No matter what strategy or execution approach is adopted in an advertis-
ing campaign, it is always important to measure its effectiveness.  However, 
it still remains a mystery today with regard to how exactly advertising 
works and how advertising effects should be measured. A fundamental 
debate exists between two schools of thought.61 On the one hand, many 
business managers believe that advertising is effective only when it sells. 
Thus, data of sales, profit, and market share are the only valid measures 
to determine whether advertising is working or not. On the other hand, 
some academics and advertising practitioners have proposed hierarchy-of-
effects models to explain how advertising functions, suggesting that there 
is a series of stage between the point of unawareness of a brand or product 
and the ultimate purchase or sale. These types of models have been in the 
advertising and marketing literature for more than 100 years, in one form 
or another.62 According to these models, there are other measures rather 
than mere sales to evaluate advertising effectiveness such as brand aware-
ness, brand feature awareness, brand preference, and intention to buy.63

Taking an often cited article in the Journal of Marketing for example,64 
it argues that a person will go through seven steps from being a potential 
buyer to becoming a real buyer: (1) unawareness of the existence of the 
brand or product; (2) mere awareness of the brand or product’s existence; 
(3) knowledge of what the brand or product has to offer; (4) a favorable 
attitude toward the brand or product; (5) preference of the brand or prod-
uct over all other possibilities; (6) a desire to buy the brand or product 
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and the belief that the purchase would be wise; and (7) an actual purchase 
of the brand or product. Advertising helps facilitate this hierarchical pro-
cess by serving as a primary information source.

There is no concrete conclusion on the debate between these two 
camps of measurement proposition (the sales-focused perspective versus 
the hierarchy-of-effects perspective), but most people agree that both of 
them have flaws. First, the sales figure should not be used as the sole indi-
cator of advertising effectiveness because sales are subject to the influence 
of many non-advertising factors such as competitive actions, economic 
conditions, government regulations, and so on.65 Moreover, advertising 
effects are usually delayed.66 Employing advertising today doesn’t guaran-
tee an immediate increase of sales tomorrow (it may take effects months 
later or even years later). Finally, the exact contribution of advertising to 
sales cannot be easily separated from that of other related marketing com-
munication activities such as public relations and promotions.

Similarly, the hierarchy-of-effects perspective is not without prob-
lems. It is unlikely that people always experience certain steps before they 
buy something, although occasionally it does happen. Put simply, hier-
archy-of-effect models cannot explain the psychology of people’s impulse 
shopping behavior. To remedy this shortcoming, scholars have provided 
alternative explanations of these models and argue that the order of each 
step may not necessarily be fixed. That is to say, it is perfectly plausible 
that a person buys a brand or product or likes a brand or product before 
he or she gains knowledge of its attributes and benefits.

Built on this long-lasting measurement debate, the current main-
stream understanding is that advertising effectiveness should be measured 
from three different aspects without any particular order: cognition (such 
as attention to brand information, memory of brand messages, and learn-
ing of brand attributes); affect (such as attitude toward the ad, attitude 
toward the brand, and preference of the brand among alternatives); and 
behavior (intention to purchase, word of mouth, and actual purchase).67 
Thus, if you have implemented an advertising campaign, you need to 
examine its effects in these three ways. Favorable results from either one 
of these areas may suggest that the campaign is successful.

First of all, you want to know whether people have paid enough 
attention to your ad and remembered its content. A common method to 
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measure attention and memory in the advertising world is to use mes-
sage recall and recognition, meaning that you ask people what they can 
recall or recognize from the ad. In general, recall is more difficult to 
achieve and considered to be a higher level of memory because it tends 
to be an open-ended question without any hint (e.g., “What brand did 
you remember seeing in the ad?”). In contrast, recognition is more like 
a multiple-choice or true-or-false question (e.g., “Among the following 
five brands, which one did you remember seeing in the ad?” or “Do you 
remember seeing the following brand in the ad, yes or no?”). It needs 
to be pointed out that recognition may be associated with more meas-
urement errors because people have a chance to guess in responding to 
a recognition question. To control such errors at a reasonable level, a 
good tactic is to include false alarm items in the question. For exam-
ple, in a consumer survey regarding Super Bowl commercials in the year 
2006,68 people who watched the game were randomly selected and asked 
to identify whether they had seen certain brands’ commercials. Eight 
false alarm brands that didn’t advertise during the game were included 
in the questions. As the survey results showed, approximately 27 percent 
of respondents mistakenly thought they had seen either one or more of 
those false alarm brands during the Super Bowl broadcast. Of course, in 
this case, their data need to be handled carefully and interpreted with 
caution.

Memory of advertising messages can also be measured with sophisti-
cated physiological tools such as eye tracking devices. This is certainly a 
newer and fancier way to do consumer research. The idea is to introduce 
natural science measures to social science research. However, this type of 
research can only be conducted in a laboratory environment and may not 
be very realistic. When people are asked to wear an eye-tracking device 
and read a magazine in a laboratory, for example, they probably will get 
nervous and behave very differently from the way they would normally 
do at home.

Do Consumers Like You?

Next, you need to measure consumers’ attitudes. People often form their 
preferences on the basis of affective elements such as liking, feelings, and 
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emotions. Two types of affective responses are typically used in the adver-
tising industry: attitude toward the ad (e.g., “How much do you like the 
ad?”) and attitude toward the brand (e.g., “How much do you like the 
brand advertised in the ad?).”69 These types of measure are often based 
on a numerical scale such as a 1-to-5 or 1-to-7 point continuum. It is 
worth noting that attitude formation may be a long-term process rather 
than a one-time shot, especially the attitude toward the brand. Three to 
four times of message repetition are probably necessary before consumers’ 
attitudes can be reasonably stabilized.

What is the relationship between a favorable attitude toward the ad or 
brand and an actual purchase? It is for sure that these two things are not 
perfectly connected to each other. The fact that people like your brand or 
your advertising doesn’t necessarily mean that they will buy your prod-
ucts. However, some research in the literature did show a significant cor-
relation between attitude and purchase, although the relationship is not 
that strong.70 The bottom line is this: Fostering a favorable attitude is 
likely to bring long-term values and benefits to your business rather than 
short-term benefits (this is the fundamental doctrine of public relations). 
Just look at the crisis that Target recently experienced regarding the inci-
dent of credit card breach,71 and you can imagine how many consumers 
it might potentially lose due to the public’s growing negative attitude 
toward the brand.

Do Consumers Act as You Wish?

Finally, consumers’ behavior needs to be measured. In the strictest sense, 
only actual purchases or sales can be defined as real behavior. However, 
such a definition may be too narrow to be helpful. The Internet today in 
fact presents many non-purchase behavioral metrics that businesses can 
use. For example, in an Internet marketing course that I teach, I ask each 
of my student teams to set up an account in Google AdWords and they 
have $200 to run a campaign for a local client. One of the criteria used 
to judge the students’ performance is the total number of clicks that they 
generate from their campaign. When people click an ad on a website or 
a mobile device, it means that they are somewhat interested in the con-
tent. Although a click doesn’t necessarily lead to a purchase on the fly, it 
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is certainly a promising and valid behavioral measure. Another example, 
when you use social media such as Facebook or Twitter to communicate 
with consumers, many consumer actions may help your business even 
though they are not real purchases per se. These actions include that con-
sumer like your Facebook posts, mark your tweets as their favorite, and 
so on.

I will use a real scenario from the industry, Effie Awards, to close the 
discussion of advertising effectiveness measures. Effie Awards are well-rec-
ognized symbols of effective marketing communication campaigns across 
the world. Judges of these awards are asked to evaluate a campaign’s effec-
tiveness based on its strategic planning, creative idea, and real business 
outcomes.72 Therefore, the judgmental decision is really a combination 
of several different perspectives. In conclusion, to use sales as the only 
criterion for advertising effectiveness is not only unfair, but also mislead-
ing. A good advertising campaign should be strategically guided, and its 
effects need be assessed from multiple angles including cognition, affect, 
and behavior.

Chapter Summary

The key takeaways of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• Today’s advertising practices are significantly different from 
those of the old days, due to the influence of the Internet. 
Specifically, advertising nowadays may not be paid, may not 
go through mass media, and may not necessarily reach more 
than one consumer at one time.

• Strategy and creativity are two inseparable sides of advertis-
ing. Therefore, developing effective advertising messages is a 
collaborative process between strategic thinking and creative 
work.

• Rational and emotional are two typical approaches to execute 
an advertising campaign. They are grounded in the  thinking 
side and the feeling side of consumption, respectively. To 
adopt which approach depends on the type of advertised 
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product or service, media used for advertising, and audiences 
of the advertising campaign.

• The effectiveness of an advertising campaign should not be 
judged based on sales only. Instead, it needs to be measured 
from multiple aspects including cognition, affect, and behavior.





CHAPTER 2

What Are the Three 
Advertising Strategies?

This chapter provides a general description of three different types of 
advertising strategies: standardized, targeted, and individualized. Specifi-
cally, it answers the following questions:

• What is the standardized strategy, and what does standardized 
advertising really mean?

• Why can standardized advertising be effective?
• What is the targeted strategy, and what does targeted advertis-

ing really mean?
• Why can targeted advertising be effective?
• What is the individualized strategy, and what does individual-

ized advertising really mean?
• Why can individualized advertising be effective?

Standardized Strategy

Who Are You Talking to?

As I mentioned in Chapter 1, advertising strategies can be broadly cat-
egorized into three types: standardized, targeted, and individualized. In 
this chapter, I explain the conceptual differences of these three types of 
strategies in detail. It is worth pointing out that the term strategy can 
be applied to many business processes such as manufacturing products, 
determining product prices, selecting distribution channels, and pro-
moting products. What I am about to elaborate here is how a company 
should pick an appropriate strategy for its advertising, primarily from 
a communication perspective, although this strategy may be closely or 
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remotely related to the company’s entire business orientation, such as 
marketing, finance, information system, research and development, and 
operations. It should further be noted that the order of these three types 
of strategies is not based on a superiority ranking. It would be incorrect 
to say one strategy is superior or inferior to another. All three types of 
strategies are widely used in today’s business world. From a chronologi-
cal perspective, the standardized strategy has dominated advertising or 
marketing practices for a long time until some companies started to try 
the targeted strategy in the 1950s. During the past decade, the individu-
alized strategy has gradually gained popularity, largely due to the rapid 
growth of a few high-technology giants such as Google, Facebook, and 
Amazon.

Among the three types of strategies, standardization is probably the 
default of many companies. The fundamental idea of the standardized 
strategy is to neglect the market heterogeneity and treat all consumers in 
the same way. Its underlying logic is that consumers are similar to each 
other and have common needs and wants to a large degree. Therefore, it 
is unnecessary to differentiate them and create some artificial distinctions. 
A nice example to illustrate people’s common needs is salt, a product they 
use daily on their dining table.1 People need salt and cannot live without 
it. However, no matter what specific branded salt people buy, the product 
is essentially the same to everyone.

The major benefits of standardized strategy are to save business cost, 
avoid consumer confusion, and improve efficiency. Regarding advertising, 
the standardized strategy can be considered as a one-to-all communication 
because the company is attempting to talk to all consumers.2 Apparently, 
by producing and sending the same message to all consumers, the com-
pany leverages the economies of scale. Coca-Cola’s famous “Coke is it” 
campaign of the 1980s helps illustrate this notion very well. If you search 
the keyword “Coke is it” on YouTube, you will find a bunch of television 
commercial videos there. Literally, what’s depicted in those commercials is 
that all people (including different gender, age, ethnicity, and occupation) 
want to drink coke in all contexts and settings (including dancing, sing-
ing, kissing, playing, exercising, and even arguing and fighting). The ads 
certainly suggest that drinking coke is the “most refreshing way to make 
the most of everyday, wherever you go and whatever you do.”
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Coca-Cola has stopped using the standardized strategy to promote 
Coke today because the product has lost its universal appeal due to the 
increasing health-related concerns among consumers. Based on the mar-
ket demand, Coca-Cola has developed alternative products for people 
(such as Diet Coke, Coke Zero, and Coke Zero Caffeine-Free), who like 
soft drinks but are worried about taking in too many calories or too much 
caffeine. Coca-Cola’s decision to produce and promote different products 
to different consumer groups is a smart move. However, it would be pre-
mature to conclude that it is always wise to do so and regard standardiza-
tion as an old-fashioned strategy. Believe it or not, most companies today 
are still doing standardized communication, and they are doing it every 
day. For example, a company’s corporate website is one of the major com-
munication channels for consumers to get to know this company. How 
many companies present different information to different consumers on 
their websites? Well, very few (such as Google and Amazon). In most 
cases, when consumers log into a company’s corporate website, they are 
exposed to the same set of information, which means that the company 
has standardized its online communication. Another interesting point is 
that, even if a company has the capability to present different informa-
tion to different consumers, it may not always be a good idea to do so 
because it can be controversial. For instance, Orbitz (www.orbitz.com), a 
website for planning and booking travel, has found that people who use 
Mac computers spend as much as 30 percent more per night on hotels, so 
the company starts to show Mac users more pricy hotel options than PC 
users.3 Sounds unfair, doesn’t it? I cannot predict whether Orbitz will lose 
some consumers due to this controversial strategy, but I use Mac, and I 
am not particularly happy about being treated differently when booking 
my travel online.

Why Do You Think They Want to Listen?

In the case of standardized advertising, consumers are passive participants 
in the communication process. The advertising message typically features 
a general product that appeals to all consumers, and the company selects 
some universal media that reach many viewers to send the messages out. 
It needs to be noted that standardized advertising means that a company 
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sends the same message to all consumers at one time, but it doesn’t mean 
that the company should use the same advertising message over and over 
again (the company’s brand name, logo, and slogan should be kept con-
sistent across different ads, though). The general consensus in the adver-
tising world is that an advertising message needs to be repeated three 
to five times to achieve the optimal results, but after those repetitions 
consumers’ interest in the ad will wear out quickly.

A classic scenario when a company needs to determine whether 
to standardize its advertising or not is that its businesses expand from 
one nation to another. Hundreds of articles have been published in 
advertising, marketing, management, or business journals, debating 
on whether companies should adopt the standardized strategy when 
they move to other markets.4 It is widely believed that if consumer 
demands across nations are similar, the standardized strategy will be 
an ideal choice. In a study that surveyed American and Japanese multi-
national companies’ subsidiaries operating in five European countries 
(United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, and Netherlands), it was 
shown that standardized advertising indeed enhanced the  companies’ 
financial performance due to the similarity of consumer culture in 
those countries.5

Although consumers’ preferences change from time to time and 
differ from person to person, it is reasonable to argue that what peo-
ple essentially want and search for are high-quality products at optimally 
low prices.6 In a famous article published in the Harvard Business Review 
over 30 years ago, a former professor at the Harvard Business School, 
Theodore Levitt, proposed that companies should focus on innovation 
and developing better-quality products instead of differentiating con-
sumer groups based on their shopping differences. The driving force of 
this proposition is the rapid development of Internet technologies. Dif-
ferent from the brick-and-mortar context, the Internet environment has 
significantly decreased consumers’ search cost for specific products or 
 services.7 Using the Internet to compare alternative products and services 
on price and other attributes has become a natural and easy task for many 
 people.8 Thus, eventually what matters most to the success of a company 
is whether its product or service is of high quality and whether it is priced 
lower compared to the competitors.
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The truth is: people nowadays rely heavily on the Internet to search for 
product and service information for their decision making, and they trust 
the information they find online. For instance, a few years ago I conducted 
an experiment, testing the effects of electronic word-of-mouth.9 Guess 
what? I am a college professor, so I am interested in knowing how word-
of-mouth on the Internet will affect my teaching (students do talk about 
their professors on the Internet!). My coauthor and I collected the data 
from a popular professor-rating website RateMyProfessors (blog.ratemy-
professors.com), and we found that those online ratings did affect actual 
course enrollment. Our data analysis results suggested that professors who 
received positive word-of-mouth on the RateMyProfessors website tended 
to have more students enrolled in their classes than those who didn’t. I 
guess students are always looking for good quality professors (who teach 
interesting and useful content and who also grade fairly), and they use new 
media to gather relevant information to make their decisions. Thus, the 
general conclusion is: If you have a good quality product at a lower price, 
the standardized strategy may be an appropriate choice for you.

Targeted Strategy

Who Are You Talking to?

The idea of the targeted strategy is in fact built on that of standardized 
strategy. The primary motivation for companies to use such a strategy is 
to differentiate their products or services from the competitors and gain 
a fair market share. The underlying logic of targeted strategy is that a cer-
tain product or service may be suitable or appropriate for some consum-
ers only (instead of for all consumers). For instance, a refrigerator with 
no storage compartment for frozen foods is suited for home freezer own-
ers whose frozen-food storage needs have already been met.10 Companies 
that wish to use the targeted strategy should be able to identify whom 
the most suitable consumers are and what social group (such a group is 
commonly termed a market segment) they belong to. The objective of  
targeted advertising, then, is to communicate with consumers in that 
group. In essence, targeted advertising is one-to-n communication.11

Since the targeted strategy involves a process of cutting the whole 
 marketplace into several segments, it is also called market segmentation. 
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The strategy of dividing markets into segments started in the mid-1950s,12 
reflecting many companies’ desire to view a heterogeneous market as a 
number of smaller homogeneous markets based on different product 
preferences among different consumer groups.13

What specific segment a company should focus on is largely a judg-
ment call. Theoretically speaking, the selection of a target consumer 
group should be based on its potential to bring profits to the business. 
In practice, a company may adopt the targeted strategy based on unique 
needs of any consumer group. This consumer group can be either strictly 
defined, or loosely defined. An important assumption here is that people 
in the same target group share common characteristics or interests. Com-
panies can divide the marketplace up by combining certain consumer 
characteristics, such as yuppies or buppies, or selecting a subculture, 
such as Latinos or gays and lesbians.14 It should be noted that some of 
these targeting methods are based on common sense while others require 
more in-depth consumer research. For example, it is common sense that 
dating websites target people who are not married—of course a specific 
dating website can further target a more specific consumer group such 
as  Hispanic singles or Christian singles. However, as seen in another 
 example,15 the target group of Audi A3 is young males (aged between 
24 and 30) who earn a high annual income (more than $150,000). The 
selection of this specific consumer group is certainly beyond common 
sense, and it needs to be based on consumer research data.

Why Do You Think They Want to Listen?

Because targeted advertising assumes that people in the target group share 
some common characteristics and interests, companies should draw on 
knowledge of their selected target group to create advertising that carries 
a specific meaning for consumers in the group (this can be regarded as 
an encoding process).16 When the message gets to consumers through 
specific media, they will be involved in a decoding process. People in the 
target group are more likely to correctly interpret the meanings that the 
company intends to deliver than people outside the group due to their 
knowledge and experience as members in that group.17 In the advertis-
ing literature, the most researched targeting method probably is ethnic 
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targeting, meaning that companies cut the whole marketplace into several 
segments based on consumers’ ethnicities (such as non-Hispanic Whites, 
Hispanics, African Americans, Asian Americans, and so forth).

Unfortunately, there is always a chance that a person who receives a tar-
geted message will not be aware that he or she has been targeted with the 
communication.18 The effect of targeted advertising is largely dependent on 
how strongly consumers in the target group identify with that group mem-
bership. For example, in a study that tested the effects of print ads with 
different models among African American females,19 it was found that those 
who were strongly connected to the African American ethnic identity eval-
uated the ads that featured black models in dominant positions and that 
were placed in an ethnic medium (such as Essence magazine) more favorably, 
whereas those who were weakly connected to the African American eth-
nic identity were more positive toward the ads that featured white models 
in dominant positions and that were placed in a general-audience medium 
(such as Glamour magazine). Moreover, how a person interprets a targeted 
message is also subject to his or her individual experience. For instance, an 
African American consumer may attribute a company’s salute to Black His-
tory Month as a sign of respect for the African American community if he or 
she believes that the company has shown support for the group in the past.20

It is important to note that an individual belongs to multiple con-
sumer groups, depending on how the market is segmented. Using myself 
as an example, I am an Asian (I share the same ethnicity with other Asians) 
and I have a doctoral degree in mass communication (I share the same 
educational background with other people who have a doctoral degree). 
I am also a member of a badminton club at my university (I share the 
same hobby with other badminton players). I can continue this list and 
describe myself from various angles until you get the whole picture, but 
that won’t be necessary. The simple conclusion here is that a person’s iden-
tity is a combination of many different group identities. Thus, a message 
can be targeted for a consumer based on any of his or her group member-
ships (this is why some people may argue that targeted communication 
may essentially be the same to individualized communication). When 
the consumer is strongly identified with a specific group membership, a 
targeted message incorporating that feature is likely to be persuasive to 
him or her.
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It is also important to note that some of a person’s group identities may 
be passively assigned to (something that he or she is born with such as gen-
der and race), but others may be actively chosen (something that he or she 
pursues such as a sports club or a hobby). Generally speaking, a consumer’s 
identification with a group that he or she actively joins tends to be emotion-
ally stronger. Such a group can be formal or informal, and can be organ-
ized in a face-to-face manner or in a computer-mediated environment. For 
example, in a study that discussed the function of brand community,21 it 
was shown that people who drive Saab cars love to form a community based 
on their common Saab spirit. They like to call themselves Saabers. To show 
their recognition and respect of this distinctive group identity, they will beep 
or flash the lights when they pass someone else driving a Saab on the road.

Individualized Strategy

Who Are You Talking to?

The idea of the individualized strategy is not a new invention. It has been 
known and discussed by different terms (such as profiling, filtering, tai-
loring, customization, personalization, and one-to-one marketing) for 
many years.22 The general goal of individualized communication is to 
offer the right message to the right person at the right time to achieve 
specific persuasion effects.23

Think of the following scenario: You are the owner of a small restau-
rant and you have a loyal customer who comes in every weekend. You 
know him or her so well that you not only can call him or her by name 
but also you know what his or her favorite dishes are. Once he or she 
comes in, you will greet him or her by name. You remember where he or 
she likes to sit and what he or she likes to order. Thus, you can accommo-
date him or her preciously based on his or her preferences without even 
asking him or her.

In the above example, you incorporate a specific consumer’s char-
acteristics (such as his or her name) and preferences (such as his or her 
favorite dishes) when communicating with him or her. This is exactly 
how the individualized strategy should work. Such a strategy represents 
an extreme form of market segmentation, with a target segment of size 
one.24 It can be considered as a one-to-one communication. The primary 
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reason why some companies adopt the individualized strategy is because 
they consider the market to be so fragmented that each individual con-
sumer needs to be treated in a unique way. For example, consumers tend 
to have different tastes of music, thus it is a wise idea to individualize 
music products to them.25 Pandora (www.pandora.com), the leading 
Internet radio service, is well known for its individualized music play-
lists. To recommend new but relevant music to each individual consumer 
is at the heart of the Pandora business. As Pandora’s Chief Scientist, Eric 
Bieschke, said, the company has “spent the last thirteen years working on 
the most sophisticated music recommendation system ever created.”26 In 
another example, Viacom is currently planning to launch a new interac-
tive children’s TV channel “My Nickelodeon Junior” based on the mar-
ket demand of individualized TV programs. As described in a recent 
news report on the Wall Street Journal,27 people used to watch a TV 
channel with programming scheduled by a network or sift through on-
demand services to find a show they prefer, but now they have the third 
choice—to create an individualized channel for their kids. The parents 
will be able to individualize the content that airs on My Nickelodeon 
Junior by indicating their preferences for seven themes such as word play 
and super-sonic science. According to these preferences, the channel will 
choose specific content to air from hundreds of episodes in its database.

Such ideas of individualized music playlists or TV channels sound 
pretty fun and cool, right? You may wonder why they were not imple-
mented much earlier. Well, in the past, to individualize something was 
not only costly, but it was also inconvenient. For instance, to purchase 
a standardized suit at a shopping mall is much quicker and generally 
cheaper than to get an individualized suit from a tailor. It is the rise of the 
Internet that has made the individualized strategy more economic, and 
also necessary nowadays. Applications of personalized search, recommen-
dations, price, and promotions are good examples to illustrate that today’s 
business environment is ready for personalization.28 Compared to before, 
consumers today are more empowered and they are the center of com-
munication. In general, people want to be active participants in product 
development, purchase and consumption process, and as the co-producer 
of service offering.29 Therefore, companies need to create individualized 
messages for consumers when they expect such individualization.
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Why Do You Think They Want to Listen?

The common practice of individualization in the advertising world is to 
create different messages for each consumer based on his or her demo-
graphics (such as gender, age, education background, and so forth) or 
past behavior (such as past purchases). It seems reasonable to assume that 
people with different demographic characteristics or behavioral histories 
will respond differently to messages.30

The major benefits of individualized communication are threefold: 
(1) the time and effort needed for consumers to make decisions can be 
significantly reduced; (2) the message can help consumers find products 
or services that better match their preferences; and (3) consumers may 
enjoy the feeling that they discover some new products or services that 
they are not aware of before.31 Also, individualization may be a sign of 
benevolence—it shows that the company wants to treat each consumer 
with respect and the company is concerned about his or her welfare.32

The effects of individualized communication have been widely tested 
in many different disciplines such as marketing, communication, public 
health, psychology, and information science. In an interesting psychological 
experiment,33 for example, research participants were asked to weigh, meas-
ure, and mix several chemical substances in a laboratory. There were plastic 
gloves and face masks on a table along with other materials and equipment 
for people to use. Of course those chemical substances were harmless (they 
were actually water, cooking oil, and powdered soap combined with food 
coloring), but there was a warning sign suggesting them to use mask and 
gloves for the safety reason. The purpose of the study was to test whether 
people would comply with the warning. Two types of warning signs were 
tested, one being standardized (“CAUTION! IRRITANT. Use Mask and 
Gloves”) and the other being personalized (replacing “CAUTION” with 
each participant’s first name). The study findings showed that a personal-
ized warning sign had greater alerting effects as a higher percentage of peo-
ple exposed to the personalized sign wore mask and gloves.

However, I have to point out that although many studies have been 
conducted in the past few years to test the effectiveness of individual-
ized messages, the study findings in the literature are somewhat mixed or 
even contradictory. It is important to keep in mind that individualized 
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messages are not always more effective than standardized or targeted 
messages. For instance, in two studies that centered on the same topic 
(to examine how individualization might improve web survey response 
rates), the research findings were very different. In one study,34 a non-
individualized e-mail (it said “Dear student” in the salutation) was sent 
to 1,000 students and an individualized e-mail (it incorporated the mes-
sage recipient’s name in the salutation such as “Dear John Smith”) was 
sent to another 1,000 students, both inviting them for an online survey. 
The study results showed that the response rate generated by the indi-
vidualized e-mail (57.7 percent) was higher than that generated by the 
non-individualized e-mail (49.1 percent), and such a difference was statis-
tically significant. However, in another similar study where the effects of 
non-individualized e-mails (with an impersonal salutation such as “Dear 
student” and an impersonal e-mail address of the message sender such as 
surveyresearch@institution.edu) and individualized e-mails (with a per-
sonal salutation such as “Dear Jane” and a personal e-mail address of the 
message sender such as “jsmith@institution.edu”) were compared, no sig-
nificant difference was discovered regarding the response rates.35

It is also important to point out that consumers don’t always process 
advertising messages consciously. Oftentimes, they process information at 
a subconscious level.36 Still remember the Elaboration Likelihood Model 
from Chapter 1?37 Yes, people will process a message deeply only when 
they are motivated to do so. That is to say, different advertising strategies 
may end up with the same effects if people don’t realize what strategy the 
company is using (this is known as random communication effects). In 
the following chapters, I will further explain when and how a company 
should adopt an appropriate advertising strategy and minimize random 
communication effects.

Chapter Summary

The key takeaways of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• The fundamental idea of the standardized strategy is to 
neglect the market heterogeneity and treat all consumers in 
the same way. Thus, standardized advertising essentially is a 
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one-to-all communication. All consumers receive the same 
advertising message.

• A standardized advertising message may be effective if it pro-
motes a high-quality product with an optimally low price that 
all consumers want.

• The fundamental idea of the targeted strategy is to view a 
heterogeneous market as a number of smaller homogeneous 
markets based on different product preferences among various 
consumer groups. Thus, targeted advertising essentially is 
a one-to-n communication. Consumers in the same target 
group receive the same advertising message.

• A targeted advertising message may be effective if it features a 
group membership that consumers in that group feel strongly 
connected to.

• The fundamental idea of the individualized strategy is to con-
sider the market as extremely fragmented and each individual 
consumer needs to be treated in a unique way. Thus, individ-
ualized advertising essentially is a one-to-one communication. 
Each consumer receives a different advertising message.

• An individualized advertising message may be effective if it 
incorporates a unique feature of a specific consumer such as 
his or her past shopping behavior.



CHAPTER 3

How Does Standardized 
Advertising Strategy Work?

This chapter provides a detailed description of the standardized advertis-
ing strategy and further explains when this strategy should be adopted 
and how it should be implemented. Specifically, it answers the following 
questions:

• What core business value a company should have if the stan-
dardized advertising strategy is adopted?

• What expectation the consumers should have from the com-
pany if the standardized advertising strategy is adopted?

• What consumer insights should be generated from research to 
implement the standardized advertising strategy?

• How should a standardized advertising message be created?

When Is Standardized Strategy Needed?

Proposition of Your Business Value

If you are a business manager, what advertising strategy should you adopt? 
I recommend that you conduct a two-step analysis before you make the 
decision: (1) evaluating your core business value and (2) evaluating your 
consumers’ general expectation.

First of all, you need to figure out what true value your business brings 
to the consumers. Such a business value proposition will be based on not 
only your own business, but also your competitors. You need to deter-
mine what stands out to be the unique value that differentiates your busi-
ness from others. If this value has a universal appeal to all consumers, the 
standardized strategy may be appropriate to adopt. Of course, the term 
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all doesn’t mean all in a literal sense. In this context it stands for many or 
most. No company is capable of persuading all the people to become its 
customers. Even if there were such a magical company, it would soon be 
destroyed because it would be such an extreme monopoly!

Many companies do provide universal values that attract consumers. 
These universal values include many different things such as health, fam-
ily, entertainment, love, friendship, and so forth. For example, suppose 
that you are the owner of a fitness center. Based on a careful examination 
of your center and major competitors in the same area, you find out that 
your center’s unique value is that it opens 24 hours a day and seven days 
a week (and no competitor operates in this way). This suggests that you 
may be able to use the standardized strategy because operating 24/7 is 
a convenience feature that suits every consumer’s workout schedule no 
matter what specific operation hours he or she prefers. It makes more 
sense to promote this value in your advertising in a standardized way 
(such as telling all consumers that they can come to the center for exercise 
at any time they prefer) rather than in a somewhat targeted or individual-
ized way (such as telling different consumers that they can come to the 
center for exercise at different times). Let’s use another example, if you 
manage a barbershop and you truly believe that the barbers working at 
your shop can do hairdressing for any consumer, it probably would be a 
good idea to standardize your advertising to acquire customers. The true 
value that you want to promote in the advertising message would be the 
barbers’ skills in doing all sorts of hairstyle cuts.

I want to point out, though, that this business value proposition needs 
to be reasonably objective and be based on concrete evidence or common 
understanding. For instance, if you want to claim that the average price of 
your products or services is lower than that of the competitors’, it needs to 
be the case. This low price value should be easily recognized by consum-
ers and readily accepted by them as well. Wal-Mart is a good example to 
illustrate this point because it is well known for offering consumers low 
prices. A few years ago, Wal-Mart discovered that a simple commonality 
shared by many shoppers is that they look for deals (but they don’t nec-
essarily want cheap products), thus the company decided to change its 
motto from “Always low prices. Always.” to “Save money. Live better.” to 
attract more consumers.1 If you think about this slogan, it certainly has a 
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universal appeal. Who doesn’t want to save money, and who doesn’t want 
to live better?

Once you have defined the true value of your business, you probably 
want to stick with it for at least a while in your advertising. One of the 
main advantages of standardized strategy is to help you build up a consist-
ent brand image.2 You surely don’t want some consumers to perceive your 
brand as a certain type of business while others consider it to be some-
thing else. The whole point of integrated marketing communications in 
the business world today is in fact along this line: to create a consistent 
brand image across different media channels and with various marketing 
efforts.

Expectation of Your Consumers

To understand consumers’ expectation is as important as it is to evaluate 
your business’ core value. On the one hand, you need to ensure that your 
business value has a universal appeal to all or most consumers. On the 
other hand, you need to make sure that consumers don’t expect much 
more than that universal appeal. In other words, if you decide to adopt 
the standardized strategy, the assumption is that you believe consumers 
don’t expect to be treated differently from each other. Too much variety 
in the communication between the company and the consumers would 
be unnecessary, unfair, and even absurd. A good example to demonstrate 
this argument is what consumers would generally expect when they pull 
into a gas station.3 In this case, the consumer’s job is fairly simple: to fill 
up the gas tank of his or her car. The choices he or she faces are usually 
limited: 87-octane, 89-octane, and 93-octane. Thus, it is unlikely that 
the consumer would expect much targeted or individualized communica-
tion in this scenario. If you were the owner of the gas station, it would 
be unnecessary for you to communicate with each consumer in a unique 
and different way. How much difference does it make if you tell a specific 
consumer that you have reserved some fresh 89-octane for his car? Not 
much, indeed.

Moreover, sometimes consumers may not want to be remembered or 
targeted by the company. They would prefer to be considered as a gen-
eral member of the public instead of a special consumer. This happens 
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quite often when consumers have specific predetermined goals in their 
mind and they don’t want to be distracted by anything else. For instance, 
when a person goes to a bank to deposit a check (but nothing else), he 
or she may not want to be treated in a special way based on his or her 
income level. The simple way would be to communicate with him or her 
with standardized information. However, if the bank attempts to measure 
his or her demographic features and behavioral preferences, either in an 
explicit or implicit way, and then sends somewhat targeted or individual-
ized mortgage information to the person (either right away or later), it is 
likely to be considered as irrelevant and intrusive.

However, when consumers expect a great variety of information from 
the company, the standardized strategy may not be suitable anymore. 
For example, if you were a real estate agent, your clients probably would 
expect you to treat them in very different ways. To send individualized 
housing information to a prospective buyer based on his or her unique 
needs will be much more effective than to send standardized information 
to him or her. Put simply, sending information of properties priced above 
a million dollars to consumers whose maximum purchasing power is half 
a million dollars will not only waste their time, but also your own time. It 
will ruin your reputation as well.

How to Craft a Standardized Message

Consumer Insights

Since the basic assumption of standardized strategy is that consumers 
share similar needs and wants, you don’t have to set up a database at each 
consumer’s individual level as long as you know (or you can predict) what 
consumers prefer in common. That is to say, it is unnecessary to associ-
ate a particular characteristic with a specific group of people or a specific 
individual. Instead, you want to find out a common appeal that most 
people will be attracted to. From this perspective, the requirement of data 
accuracy for the standardized strategy is much lower than that for the 
targeted strategy or individualized strategy.

Although a database containing each individual consumer’s features 
and characteristics is not needed for you to implement the standardized 
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strategy, consumer research and market research are still critical and key 
consumer insights cannot be neglected in the advertising message produc-
tion process. Both secondary research and primary research can be used 
to generate these insights. The main purpose of these research activities 
is to detect something cool and trendy that a large variety of consumers 
would appreciate and like. The secondary research, in this case, primarily 
involves following the most recent and hottest cultural and sports events, 
both online and offline. The primary research, on the other hand, means 
that you go to the field and talk to people and figure out what is cool and 
what is trendy in their eyes for the time being. Using a direct quote of an 
advertising professional who is responsible for analyzing new trends, his 
job is “to go from Tucson to Los Angeles to Vegas to Pittsburgh and live 
in student unions vicariously, spend time in retail settings and then tap 
into academia.”4

For a long time, the advertising industry is believed to be a perfect 
venue to reflect, and even create, fads and trends.5 Advertising campaigns 
play an extremely important role in the production of popular culture in 
the United States.6 It is pretty common to see famous musicians, artists, 
and sports stars in advertising messages to promote specific brands or 
products (such as the basketball superstar LeBron James and the come-
dian Kevin Hart’s appearance in a Samsung commercial). As a matter of 
fact, many companies do wish to become a part of the popular culture. 
For instance, McDonald’s once hired an agency to encourage hip-hop 
musicians to incorporate the Big Mac into their songs. Each time the 
song is played on the radio, the musician gets paid.7 In another example, 
Microsoft teamed up with the hip-pop performer Jay-Z in a campaign 
called “Decode Jay-Z with Bing” in 2010.8 The objective of the campaign 
was to promote Microsoft’s search engine Bing and Jay-Z’s new autobiog-
raphy “Decoded” at the same time, in a much unexpected and cool way. 
For one month, reproduction of entire pages of “Decoded” appeared in 
locales mentioned in those pages, including many surprising outlets such 
as the bottom of a hotel swimming pool, the lining of a jacket, and the 
felt of a pool table. Clues about those page locations were given on Bing, 
as well as by Jay-Z’s Facebook and Twitter accounts. People could follow 
the pages on Bing and assemble the book online. Everyone who located 
a page was also automatically entered into a contest for a grand prize. 
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The campaign led to terrific results: Bing saw an 11.7 percent increase in 
visits and “Decoded” hit the best-seller list for 19 straight weeks.9

As reflected in the previous examples, to use shared cultural icons 
is a common practice for the standardized strategy. These cultural icons 
typically enjoy a great deal of popularity among a large variety of people 
across different gender, age, marital status, occupation, and so forth. The 
key is to create a connection between the advertising message and each 
message recipient and show something that all people would care.

In addition to discovering what cool cultural icons can be included in 
a standardized advertising message, another important function of con-
sumer research and market research is to suggest what media vehicles are 
the most appropriate for such a message. For the standardized strategy, 
you certainly want to select media channels that can impact lots of people 
regardless of their different demographic features. In other words, such a 
channel should be a neutral medium via which advertising messages get 
delivered and received. The Super Bowl broadcast is an excellent example 
of such media vehicles, although it is too expensive for small businesses 
to buy. For instance, the 2014 Super Bowl aired on Fox turned out to the 
most-watched U.S. television event of all-time with 111.5 million view-
ers.10 The household rating and share for the game were 46.4 and 69.0, 
respectively. The 46.4 rating means 46.4 percent of American households 
that own at least a TV set tuned in to watch the game, while the 69.0 
share means that 69 percent of American households that own at least a 
TV set and have their TV set on during the game time tuned in to watch 
it! On top of these amazing figures, there were 5.5 million unique visits 
to Fox Sports online, and there were 25.3 million tweets from pregame 
to postgame.11 Based on these data, it seems very reasonable to conclude 
that everybody watched the 2014 Super Bowl game and talked about it, 
no matter whether he or she was a die-hard football fan.

Another great example of using media to reach everybody is to adver-
tise on the Times Square billboards. It costs between $1.1 million and $4 
million a year to do so, which is the most expensive format of outdoor 
advertising in the entire world.12 The logic of such pricy advertising is that 
thousands of pedestrians and drivers pass by the Times Square area every 
day and they will be exposed to the messages on the billboards. Moreo-
ver, those billboards make tons of incidental appearances on TV shows, 
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especially every New Year’s Eve when millions of people tune in to see the 
ball drop.13 Thus, no matter whether people physically go to the Times 
Square for travel or other purposes, there is a chance that they will see the 
advertising messages on those billboards on TV.

If your company doesn’t have a big budget to advertise during a Super 
Bowl match or on one of the Times Square billboards, that is perfectly 
fine. There are many other less expensive media options waiting for you. 
No matter what specific broadcast, radio, newspaper, magazine, website, 
or other outlet you eventually choose to do your advertising, the media 
vehicle needs to be somewhat general. Do not pick a magazine or a radio 
program that clearly focuses on one certain consumer group only, for 
example, to deliver your standardized advertising messages. Those media 
vehicles are more suitable for targeted messages, instead.

Message Creation

To implement the advertising strategy that you have selected for your 
business, whether it is standardized, targeted, or individualized, you 
should think of an effective way to incorporate the key consumer insights 
in creating the advertising message. This is always a challenge, even for 
very experienced advertising professionals. The same information can be 
framed in very different ways and lead to different persuasion effects. A 
classic example is 50 percent off versus buy one get one free.14 The same 
celebrity can also endorse the same brand or product from very different 
perspectives. You, as a business manager, probably won’t get into the pro-
cess of writing specific copies or creating certain graphics for an ad, but 
you do need to participate in determining how the information should 
be presented in the ad.

Given that standardized advertising is a one-to-all communication, 
the advertising message should contain something that appeals to the 
general public. The most common methods adopted by companies for 
standardized advertising included using humor (making the ad funny), 
sexual appeals (making the ad sexy), and social responsibility (making the 
ad ethical). As a matter of fact, you probably get to see all these types of ad 
every day. The simple reason of using these appeals in advertising is that 
most people want to be funny, sexy, and ethical.
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, humor is a universal appeal that has been 
widely used in advertising campaigns. For example, Wonderful  Pistachios’ 
debut Super Bowl commercial featured the South Korean  rapper Psy in a 
Gangnam Style.15 The ad shows a standardized strategy since the company 
believes that this funny dance has a universal appeal to the public in the 
United States (the Gangnam Style music video has almost 2  billion views 
on YouTube as of February 2014). In fact, the Gangnam Style dance has 
been performed by everyone from President Obama to Google executive 
chairman Eric Schmidt.16

Besides humor, sexual appeals also have been frequently used in adver-
tising, no matter whether it is for promoting something related to sex or 
not.17 Sexual content in an ad can be verbal (such as sexual innuendo) 
or visual (such as partial nudity and suggestive posture).18 Moreover, it 
can be depicted in either an explicit (such as that the advertising copy 
directly suggests the use of a certain fragrance results in a sexual out-
come) or implicit way (such as that an attractive model posts next to an 
automobile).19 The prevalence of sexual content in advertising has been 
repeatedly discussed in academic research and industry reports. As seen in 
a study that analyzed ads in six consumer magazines in 1993,20 53 percent 
of heterosexual couples were featured in an engagement of explicit sexual 
contact (such as passionate kissing or simulated intercourse) in the sample 
ads. A later study that analyzed ads in the same six magazines in 2003 
revealed a similar pattern of how sexual appeals were used in advertising.21 
For example, female models were sexually attired about half the time in 
the sampled ads.

Sexual appeals are widely used in advertising, simply because many 
companies believe sex sells.22 This adage may be true. For example, 
GoDaddy, a domain name registrar and web hosting provider, is well 
known for its sexy campaigns (remember its 2013 Super Bowl commer-
cial where the supermodel Bar Refaeli gave a lengthy kiss to a nerd?). 
When it aired its first Super Bowl commercial in 2005, GoDaddy was a 
$100 million company but it grew to a $1.3 billion company eight years 
later.23 It is apparent that the company’s core business value has nothing 
to do with sex, but sexual appeals are used to promote its brand image 
because registering domain names and hosting websites are general ser-
vices that may potentially be used by everybody.
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According to a review of sex-in-advertising effects studies,24 using 
sexual appeals in advertising can generate favorable persuasion effects 
although the research findings reported in those studies are not entirely 
consistent. Most studies are based on some experimental designs where 
the effects of ads with different levels of sexual imagery are compared. For 
instance, ads with images of female models in varying degrees of reveal-
ing clothing (low, medium, and high) are compared to each other as well 
as to a control ad (such as an ad with the product only but with no 
model). The general conclusion seems to be that sexual information in 
an ad tends to attract the viewers’ attention and be subsequently remem-
bered. A sexual ad is also believed to be more engaging, involving, and 
interesting than a nonsexual ad. The use of sex in adverting may also lead 
to the viewers’ stronger physiological reactions (measured in electroder-
mal response).25 However, since sexual content in an ad tends to attract 
the viewers’ attention and processing resources, it is possible that they 
will have few resources available to process other information in the ad, 
especially when the sexual appeal is not closely relevant to the product 
or service being promoted.26 Thus, it may be better to use sexual appeals 
for certain products or services (such as fragrances, designer clothing and 
accessories, health and beauty products, tobacco, and alcoholic beverages) 
but not others (such as financial services, medicine, and computers).27

In addition to humor and sex, another universal appeal commonly 
used in advertising is corporate social responsibility. A company’s adver-
tising campaign that focuses on its affiliation with nonprofit organizations 
or support for a good cause is typically termed corporate advertising or 
institutional advertising.28 The objective of such advertising is to build a 
good reputation for the company, given that the general public is increas-
ing concerned with many social and environmental issues (such as global 
climate change, transportation safety, rights of minorities, and so forth). 
To produce this type of goodwill advertising, a number of activities can 
be featured in the advertising message, including corporate philanthropy 
(such as giving to charities), the company’s environmental record (such as 
establishing pro-environment policies), and workforce diversity (such as 
balancing the percentage of women and minorities on the board).29

These corporate social responsibility efforts generally can lead to 
favorable effects, as seen in a review of research studies in this area.30  
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The public tends to respond positively to a company when it promotes 
a good cause. For example, LG implemented an advertising campaign 
“Give it a ponder” in 2009 to encourage teenagers to text more responsi-
bly.31 The idea of this campaign is based on the fact that mobile bullying 
is affecting millions of teens and tweens (41 percent of them admit that 
they have sent, received, or forwarded a text message with rumors about 
someone that are false) as more of them get cell phones with web access. 
To help teach teenagers to think before texting, LG created several online 
videos in a humorous tone, showing kids grew ponder beards before 
 texting. The campaign received heavy media coverage and turned out to 
be effective. It was shown that 69 percent of teens who saw the campaign 
videos said the ads made them more careful about texting.

In another campaign “Cultivate a better world” designed by Chipotle 
a couple of years ago, the company attempted to educate the public about 
where their food came from.32 The objective was to connect people to a 
sustainable food movement. Of course, Chipotle was a part of the move-
ment. Specifically, the company set up a foundation dedicated to creat-
ing a sustainable and healthy food future. It also reinvented its loyalty 
program to reward people for learning about the issues related to food 
production, and held a one-day free food and music festival in Chicago. 
Finally, the company created an educational short film called “Back to the 
start,” focusing on complex issues in the fast food industry such as animal 
confinement, environmental pollution, and chemical usage. The results 
were quite amazing: the film was viewed more than 8 million times online 
and the campaign surely earned lots of free media coverage as well.

Chapter Summary

The key takeaways of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• To adopt the standardized advertising strategy, you need to 
ensure that your business’ core value has a universal appeal to 
all consumers.

• To adopt the standardized advertising strategy, you also need 
to ensure that your consumers do not expect to be treated 
differently from each other in the communication process. In 
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other words, they prefer to be treated as a general member of 
the public rather than a special consumer.

• To implement the standardized advertising strategy, you do 
not need to set up a database containing each individual con-
sumer’s features and characteristics. However, you do need to 
conduct research to find out something cool and trendy that a 
large variety of people will appreciate and like. Your standard-
ized advertising is supposed to reflect these fads and trends.

• You should select neutral media channels for your standard-
ized advertising because they can reach lots of consumers 
regardless of different demographic features.

• The standardized advertising messages that you create must 
contain something that appeals to the general public. The 
most commonly used appeals include humor, sexual appeals, 
and social responsibility.





CHAPTER 4

How Does Targeted 
Advertising Strategy Work?

This chapter provides a detailed description of the targeted advertising 
strategy and further explains when this strategy should be adopted and 
how it should be implemented. Specifically, it answers the following ques-
tions:

• What core business value a company should have if the tar-
geted advertising strategy is adopted?

• What expectation the consumers should have from the com-
pany if the targeted advertising strategy is adopted?

• What consumer insights should be generated from research to 
implement the targeted advertising strategy?

• How should a targeted advertising message be created?

When Is Targeted Strategy Needed?

Proposition of Your Business Value

Similar to what you must do before adopting the standardized strategy, 
you need to evaluate your core business value and consumers’ general 
expectation before you decide to use the targeted strategy. The essence of 
the targeted strategy is to deliver a message to a group of consumers based 
on their common characteristics or preferences.1 It is assumed that people 
in this group will respond to the message differently from the general 
public because they share some unique demographics, values, lifestyles, 
or behavioral tendencies.

To adopt the targeted advertising strategy, your product or ser-
vice should have a clear and distinctive appeal to a particular group of 
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consumers. People in this group should easily recognize that what you 
are promoting in the advertising message is not a standardized product 
or service, but something particularly relevant to them. It needs to be 
noted that the unique business value that you focus on in the message 
can be either functional (such as that your product or service can only be 
used by people in a certain group due to their unique skills or features) or 
emotional (such as that your product or service is wanted by people in a 
certain group due to their desired social status or so).

The main challenge of this targeted process lies in how you identify 
the target consumer group. It is basically a process of market segmen-
tation. There exist multiple ways to segment the marketplace, such as 
demographic segmentation, geographic segmentation, psychographic 
segmentation, behavioral segmentation, and so forth.2 The most fre-
quently used approach is demographic segmentation, meaning that you 
choose to promote your product or service to consumers of certain gen-
der, age, ethnicity, educational background, income level, or a combi-
nation of those demographic variables. This is probably the easiest way 
to do market segmentation too, because demographic variables, such as 
gender, age, and ethnicity, are easy to recognize and measure. Besides 
demographic segmentation, geographic segmentation is also widely used 
in advertising practices, which means that depending on where consum-
ers live—urban, rural, suburban, North, South, and so forth—you divide 
them into groups and assume that people in different groups will respond 
to your advertising messages differently.

However, in some cases, people in the same demographic group 
or living in the same geographic area do not necessarily show consist-
ent preferences or attitudes. Thus, you may need to use more sophisti-
cated methods such as psychographic segmentation to figure out what 
particular consumers your business really attracts. The idea is to catego-
rize consumers into various groups based on research of how they spend 
money, their patterns of work and leisure, their interests, opinions, and 
self-evaluations.3 These psychological variables, apparently, are more dif-
ficult to measure than demographic and geographic variables. You need 
to collect such information via well-defined survey questionnaires. For 
example, to find out whether people value stability over risk and prefer 
to live a conventional life, you may ask them to rate their agreement on 
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a scale (typically from 1 to 5, representing from “strongly disagree” to 
“strongly agree”) with statements such as “I do not like to take risks” and 
“I live a conventional life.”4 Based on the data that people provide in the 
survey, you then use some advanced statistical methods such as hierarchi-
cal clustering to classify them into various groups. The objective of such a 
statistical treatment is to partition the survey respondents into somewhat 
homogeneous groups with respect to their attitudes, beliefs, values, or 
interests while at the same time maximizing the differences between each 
group.5 For example, VALS™ is a system created by the research firm SRI 
International, aiming to test the psychological factors that drive different 
patterns of consumer behavior. Depending on how people respond to 
a survey,6 they can be classified into eight groups including innovators, 
thinkers, believers, achievers, strivers, experiencers, makers, and survivors. 
According to Strategic Business Insights (the former Business Intelligence 
division of SRI International), people in different groups enjoy different 
lifestyles and prefer different brands.7 For instance, thinkers’ favorite car 
brand is Subaru, whereas achievers’ favorite is Honda. Strivers prefer coke 
classic, while innovators prefer sparkling water.

In addition to psychological questions, you may also ask people ques-
tions about their particular behavior and do segmentation accordingly. 
This is often called behavioral segmentation. Taking an early study in this 
area for example, 415 VCR owners were surveyed and categorized into 
five groups based on their frequency of recording TV programs and view-
ing rented or purchased prerecorded tapes: time shifters, source shifters, 
videophiles, low users, and regular users.8 People in different groups were 
found to differ in their motives to buy a VCR. In a similar study that was 
conducted more recently,9 people were categorized into six groups based 
on their reported frequency of 14 online activities in a survey (such as 
purchasing goods, downloading music, searching for jobs, playing games, 
trading stocks, participating in chat forums, and so forth): web gener-
alists, downloaders, self-improvers, entertainment seekers, traders, and 
socializers.

Another example of segmentation can be found in a well-cited com-
munication theory—Diffusion of Innovations.10 This theory discusses 
how and why new ideas and new technologies spread out in the society. 
Depending on varying degrees of readiness to accept new ideas, practices, 
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and objects, people can be categorized into five groups: innovators (about 
2.5 percent of the population, representing the first individuals who 
adopt an innovation), early adopters (about 13.5 percent of the popula-
tion, representing the second fastest group of people who adopt an inno-
vation), early majority (about 34 percent of the population, representing 
people who adopt an innovation faster than the average member of the 
society but not as quickly as innovators and early adopters), late majority 
(about 34 percent of the population, representing those who adopt an 
innovation after the average member of the society), and laggards (about 
16 percent of the population, representing the last group to adopt an 
innovation).

It is really up to you to decide how to do market segmentation and 
what consumer group to target for your business. In some cases, this 
decision may be arbitrary. Essentially, you want people in the target 
group to associate themselves and their peers with your product or ser-
vice. Advertising can certainly help set up this association, although it 
may take a long time. I will use one of my research studies to explain the 
function of advertising in this aspect. In that study, my coauthors and 
I examined the effects of brand ethnicity, and we found that Hispanic 
consumers tended to consider some brands to be Hispanic but others 
to be American although those brands might carry similar utilitarian 
values.11 The reason of this phenomenon is that people interpret the 
meaning of a brand (i.e., product or service) based on their past expe-
riences. Such experiences are usually long-term oriented and affected 
by advertising and other factors. For example, in the study we discov-
ered that many Hispanic consumers regarded Navarro to be a Hispanic 
brand because of its Hispanic origin and its targeted advertising toward 
Hispanic communities. One research participant from Venezuela spe-
cifically said, “I received their advertising flyers in my mailbox all the 
time … and I think everyone who works in Navarro speaks Spanish 
but not everyone speaks English.” Old Spice was also considered to be 
a Hispanic brand although it did not originate in Latin America. We 
asked people why they associated Old Spice with Hispanics, and one of 
our focus group participants said, “Every Latino guy I know used Old 
Spice. It reminded me of my dad, my uncle. It’s just such a classic scent 
for many Latino men.”
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Expectation of Your Consumers

Compared to the standardized strategy, the targeted strategy essentially 
creates more options for consumers. In other words, consumers would 
expect some variation of message or choice in a targeted communica-
tion process (not as little variation as in a standardized communication 
process), but not too much (not as much variation as in an individu-
alized communication process). The fundamental logic of this strategy 
is that people want a certain number of choices to fulfill their unique 
needs, but giving them too many choices would be unnecessary and inef-
ficient. For example, while an automobile manufacturer may be able to 
offer 20 million possible variations of a sports car, most consumers feel 
comfortable choosing among 20 or so models at a local dealer.12 Thus, 
creating millions of different advertising message to promote all possible 
variations for each individual consumer doesn’t sound like a wise idea. 
It may be more efficient just to promote different car models based on 
their features and target specific consumer segments. The company can 
do geographic segmentation, for instance, by emphasizing the car’s safety 
in cities where vehicular deaths tend to happen frequently, while empha-
sizing the car’s reliability in cities where the rate of auto accidents is lower 
than the national average.

No matter what segmentation method you end up using for your 
business, you need to make sure that people in the target group do share 
some important characteristics and they are aware of it. Moreover, they 
should recognize that your advertising messages are somewhat related to 
the characteristics. It means that the message you deliver to the target 
consumers will be relevant to their group and help them enhance their 
group identity. This group identity should be a crucial part of how those 
people define themselves.

To make your brand (or communication) more relevant to the target 
group, sometimes you can invite people in that group to give feedback. 
For example, Texas Instruments once designed a calculator (TI-92) that 
specifically targeted school teachers. To ensure that the calculator fully 
addressed the needs of this target group, the company invited thousands of 
school teachers to offer feedback. The calculator’s design specification was 
finalized after several rounds of such company–consumer interactions.13
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To make targeted communication more effective, you also need to 
understand via what media channels consumers in the target group expect 
to receive targeted messages. For instance, most companies that are active 
in Hispanic marketing believe that Spanish-language broadcast is more 
effective in reaching Hispanics than Spanish-language newspapers.14 Of 
course this judgment is based on research of how Hispanics habitually use 
mass media.

Finally, I have to point out that targeted communication is not always 
more effective than standardized communication. There is a chance that 
you may not be able to accurately predict how consumers react to your 
targeted advertising.15 When people don’t want to associate themselves 
with a certain group (even though they are a member of that group) or 
they think the message is irrelevant to the group, the effects of targeted 
communication can be negative.

How to Craft a Targeted Message

Consumer Insights

Similar to the standardized strategy, the targeted strategy does not require 
a database at each consumer’s individual level. However, consumer 
research and market research are extremely important for you to craft 
an effective targeted message. Without solid research data, it is almost 
impossible to come up with a message that will be relevant to the target 
group. Both secondary research and primary research will be helpful in 
determining what common characteristics consumers in the target group 
share (these are the key consumer insights) and how to incorporate that 
information in creating advertising messages.

First, you can use secondary research data to figure out what particu-
lar consumer group your business may want to target. Typically, you pay 
a third-party market research firm to gain access to those data. I will use 
MRI+ database16 as an example to illustrate how secondary research can 
help you define the target consumer group. When I log into the database, 
I look through the category of travel in the most recent report and search 
for those consumers who are more or less likely to take a cruise. I will use 
the traditional demographic segmentation or geographic segmentation 
in this case. For instance, when I look at the age variable, I find out that 
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people aged between 55 and 64 are more likely (about 23 percent more 
likely) than the general public to take a cruise. However, people aged 
between 18 and 24 are much less likely (about 29 percent less likely) to do 
so. Therefore, it seems to be a good idea for a cruise line to target senior 
citizens rather than college-age individuals. Moreover, when I look at the 
location variable, it shows that people who reside in the South are more 
likely (about 17 percent more likely) than the general public to take a 
cruise, but people from the Midwest are less likely (about 27 percent less 
likely) to do so. Thus, a cruise line can also use location as a key variable to 
define target consumers, by focusing on the South instead the Midwest. 
I am using age and location as examples here, but the database certainly 
offers more information. I can continue searching for differences across 
gender, ethnicity, educational background, marital status, occupation, 
annual household income, and others. Based on those differences, I then 
determine who the ideal target consumers are.

Secondary research can give you a good sense of how consumers differ 
from each other, primarily from a demographic and geographic perspec-
tive. However, to discover the most significant and important charac-
teristics that people in the target group have in common (i.e., the key 
consumer insights that you want to incorporate in your advertising mes-
sages), you should conduct primary research such as interviews, focus 
groups, and surveys.

I will use two brands in the diaper industry, Pampers and Luvs, as 
examples to show how primary consumer research can help facilitate 
the process of targeted advertising. In the case of Pampers, the company 
was trying to target Hispanic expectant mothers and music was used 
as a key to make the connection between the brand and the consum-
ers.17 Based on the consumer research, Pampers found that music was 
the most powerful cultural force for Hispanics, and Hispanic moms 
typically considered music as a crucial element in educating their kids. 
Thus, Pampers produced a very innovative event, the “Bellies Concert,” 
one that was for babies in the womb. The concert took place at the New 
World Center in Miami. Specially designed belly phones that enabled 
the babies to enjoy music played (orchestrated Latino lullabies) were 
provided to those new moms who attended the concert. In the end, 
this advertising campaign helped Pampers gain a higher level of brand 
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awareness among Hispanic new moms. The fans on the Pampers Latino 
Facebook page also doubled.18

In the case of Luvs, this small diaper brand with less than 10 percent 
market share found a unique way to compete with bigger players in the 
industry. To make the brand distinctive, the company decided to exclu-
sively target a unique group of consumers: second-time moms.19 Through 
primary consumer research, Luvs found some common and interesting 
features associated with those experienced moms. Different from new 
parents who would anxiously consult lots of books and magazines for 
advice and be overly concerned about what to do and what not to do with 
their babies, second-time moms were found to be confident (they trust 
their instinct and make no apologies), honest (they admit that sometimes 
things are not always perfect), humorous (they tend to laugh at their own 
mistakes rather than cry), and not judgmental (they think there is no 
perfect way of parenting and they believe loving their kids is what that 
matters). Thus, when Luvs launched its campaign to target this unique 
group of consumers, the theme was “By their second kid, every mom is 
an expert and more likely to choose Luvs. Live, Learn and Get Luvs.”20 
The effects of this targeted advertising were favorable. The central piece 
of the advertising campaign, a 30-second commercial called “Breastfeed-
ing,” was viewed more than 2 million times on YouTube and generated 
thousands of comments.21

Message Creation

Theoretically speaking, the creation of targeted advertising messages will 
be based on the key consumer insights found in the research. However, 
there is no single universally accepted guideline with regard to how these 
messages should be created and delivered. As mentioned in the last chap-
ter, the same information can be presented in very different ways and 
lead to significantly different effects. When creating a targeted message, 
you need to take all sorts of issues into consideration, such as language, 
celebrity, artwork, format, media channel, and so forth. In this sense, to 
create an ad is a work of art, not of science.

What language to use in the message may be the first thing for you 
to consider. If you are targeting a minority group, for example, you need 
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to decide whether you want to use their ethnic language in the adver-
tising. Using different languages (such as English versus Spanish) or a 
combination of different languages (such as English plus Spanish versus 
Spanish plus English) can generate very different results.22 In a study that 
interviewed 648 Spanish-dominant or bilingual Hispanic consumers in 
Los Angeles, New York, Miami, and Houston, for instance, it was found 
that those consumers were more likely to be persuaded when they were 
exposed to commercials in Spanish, embedded in Spanish television pro-
grams, than similar commercials in English, embedded in English televi-
sion programs.23

The reason why languages matter is because they are often associated 
with certain cultural meanings.24 The dominant language (such as English) 
and minority language (such as Spanish) in a society may represent differ-
ent levels of power or social status. However, the dominant language is not 
always perceived as favorable, and the minority language is not necessarily 
perceived as unfavorable, either.25 It is possible that people hold favorable 
(or unfavorable) attitudes toward several languages, and each of them is 
related to a particular set of meanings. For instance, in a research study with 
Indian people, Hindi was found to be associated with belongingness (e.g., 
close, personal, friendly, and family) and English was found to be associated 
with sophistication (e.g., global, cosmopolitan, urban, and upper class).26 
Thus, you should be careful in selecting the language in your advertising. It 
needs to be consistent with the expectation of your target consumers.

In addition to language, you also need to think of other elements 
in the advertising message such as the model to be used, the artwork, 
and so forth. For example, consumers in your target group may have a 
similar level of reading. That will determine how many technical terms or 
laymen language you want to use in the ad. They may also have similar 
taste in color and graphics, and common preferences for a specific type of 
model or testimonial.27 If you are targeting a specific ethnic group, there 
are a full range of communication tools that you can use, such as music, 
celebrities, artwork, traditional dresses, national flags and holidays, and 
so forth.28 The key is to choose the right tool to establish a connection 
between the brand and the target consumers.

I will use two of my studies to explain how different models and 
artwork can produce different persuasion effects for the same brand or 
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product. In one study, my coauthor and I tested the effects of advertising 
with three types of models with 155 Hispanic consumers from an online 
consumer panel: non-Hispanic White models only, Hispanic models 
only, both non-Hispanic and Hispanic models.29 Although the prod-
uct promoted in the ad was the same, people evaluated the advertising 
message differently when it featured different models. Those who were 
highly assimilated to the mainstream American culture showed the most 
favorable attitude toward the ad with non-Hispanic White models only, 
but people who were strongly connected to the ethnic Hispanic culture 
preferred the ad with Hispanic models only. The third type of individuals, 
who embraced the two cultures, liked the ad with both non-Hispanic and 
Hispanic models the best.

In another study, I tested the effects of product package with 251 
Chinese consumers in Miami (product package is a special case of adver-
tising).30 Four versions of artwork were put on the package of the same 
product (a chocolate bar) for testing purposes: American cultural icons 
(Capitol Hill plus the Statue of Liberty), Chinese cultural icons (the Tem-
ple of Heaven plus Confucius), bicultural icons (the Statue of Liberty and 
Confucius), and non-cultural icons (rectangle and circle). An interesting 
finding of the study was that people were willing to pay a significantly 
higher price for the product when the package featured both  American 
and Chinese cultures (the average was $5.38) than when it featured 
American culture only (the average was $3.48) or Chinese culture only 
(the average was $3.20).

Moreover, the format of presenting an advertising message also influ-
ences its effects. I will use one of my favorite advertising campaigns to 
illustrate this point. The campaign was implemented by Audi in 2005 
when it started to launch the new A3 model, and it was named “Art of 
the heist.” After a careful examination of consumer research data (the A3 
was targeting young and affluent male individuals in the United States), 
Audi discovered an important commonality among their target consum-
ers: mystery. Those consumers liked to play games and they preferred a 
great deal of intellectual challenge. Based on these findings, Audi pre-
sented its advertising message in a very intriguing and nontraditional 
way—“alternate reality branding.”31 It started with an Audi A3 theft at 
a New York City dealership, and followed by Audi’s handbills seeking 
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information about the theft. Later on, the whole campaign evolved into a 
three-month-long and 24/7 reality game. Consumers did not just watch 
the story unfold, but they actually played a role in it!

However, very few campaigns can be implemented in such an innova-
tive way like “Art of the heist.” In fact, Audi had to employ a full-time 
lawyer as part of the advertising team because the campaign involved so 
many risky elements.32 Most targeted advertising campaigns today are 
still conducted in a traditional way and advertising messages get delivered 
through conventional mass media. That is to say, to select the right media 
channel for your targeted message is an important consideration. Con-
sumers who prefer different media tend to differ in many other aspects 
as well although they may share common demographic characteristics or 
geographic location.33 Here I will use MRI+ database again as an exam-
ple to explain how to choose the right media for targeted messages. For 
instance, in the database when I search for those consumers who are more 
likely to consume energy drinks, it turns out that men aged between 18 
and 34 may be the target group that I am looking for (they are 104 per-
cent more likely to consume energy drinks than the general public). Now 
I need to find out what possible media vehicles I may use to target them. 
The database shows a bunch of options including cable, magazine, radio, 
and website. Based on the data, the magazine 4-Wheel & Off-Road seems 
to be a possible choice (among several others) since people who read this 
magazine show a very high tendency to drink energy drinks!

Chapter Summary

The key takeaways of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• To adopt the targeted advertising strategy, your product or 
service should have a clear and distinctive appeal to a partic-
ular group of consumers (the target group). Essentially, you 
want people in the target group to associate themselves and 
their peers with your brand.

• There are multiple ways to select the target consumer 
group (it is a process of market segmentation), including 
 demographic segmentation, geographic segmentation, 
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 psychographic segmentation, behavioral segmentation, and 
so forth. It is up to you to decide what consumer group to 
target for your business. In some cases, this decision may be 
arbitrary.

• In a targeted communication process, the consumers will 
expect a certain level of variation of message or choice. They 
should easily recognize that the advertising message is not 
about a standardized product or service, but something partic-
ularly relevant to their group.

• To implement the targeted advertising strategy, you do not 
need to set up a database containing each individual con-
sumer’s features and characteristics. However, you do need 
to conduct research to find out the common characteristics 
consumers in the target group share.

• When creating a targeted advertising message, you need to 
take all sorts of issues into consideration such as language, 
celebrity, artwork, format, media channel, and so forth. You 
must ensure that the message you create is relevant to the 
target group and helps the target consumers enhance their 
group identity.



CHAPTER 5

How Does Individualized 
Advertising Strategy Work?

This chapter provides a detailed description of the individualized adver-
tising strategy and further explains when this strategy should be adopted 
and how it should be implemented. Specifically, it answers the following 
questions:

• What core business values a company should have if the indi-
vidualized advertising strategy is adopted?

• What expectation the consumers should have from the com-
pany if the individualized advertising strategy is adopted?

• What consumer insights should be generated from research to 
implement the individualized advertising strategy?

• How should an individualized advertising message be created?

When Is Individualized Strategy Needed?

Proposition of Your Business Value

Both the standardized and targeted strategies can be considered as tra-
ditional ways of doing advertising. Most companies today are still using 
either one of those two types of strategies. The third option, the indi-
vidualized strategy, is a newcomer into this domain. It has attracted wide 
attention from both academia and practitioners during the past decade, 
largely due to the rapid development of Internet technologies. High-tech-
nology companies such as Amazon, Google, and Facebook have shown 
success in adopting such a strategy, but is it the right choice for your 
business?
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Contrary to the standardized strategy that neglects the market hetero-
geneity and assumes consumers share common needs and wants, the indi-
vidualized strategy considers each consumer’s unique preferences to the 
fullest extent. The objective of an individualized communication is to treat 
each consumer as a special person by sending a unique message to him or 
her. The whole marketplace consists of millions of consumers. To imple-
ment the individualized strategy, it means that you need to create millions 
of different messages based on each consumer’s unique preferences. As you 
can imagine, this is not an easy task. You should carefully evaluate your 
core business value before jumping on the bandwagon of individualiza-
tion. Whether your company is suitable for the individualized strategy is 
fundamentally dependent on two conditions: whether each consumer in 
your industry has a unique demand, and whether your company is capable 
of fulfilling each person’s unique demand at the same time.

First, you need to evaluate the nature of your industry and figure 
out whether individualization is suitable for it. In some industries, con-
sumers’ demands are highly similar and therefore, it is unnecessary to 
individualize the communication process between the company and 
each consumer. As mentioned in Chapter 3, such examples include 
gasoline, salt, and so forth. However, in other industries, consumers’ 
demands may be so fragmented that each one differs from another. In 
this case, if a company can develop an individualized communication 
process to cater to these unique preferences, it is likely to be appre-
ciated. Amazon (www.amazon.com), the largest online bookseller (it 
is also an online retailer of many other things), is a good example to 
illustrate this point because consumers’ preferences of books tend to be 
unique and inimitable. Compared to a physical bookstore where con-
sumers may or may not find the exact book they want, Amazon hosts 
a large online inventory where people can find almost any book. This 
online setting has certainly changed the way consumers buy and read 
books. It looks much more convenient for a person to buy books online 
and have them delivered to his or her home or directly downloaded to 
his or her digital device than to drive to a physical bookstore. In fact, 
this change of consumers’ shopping habit is the primary reason why 
Borders, the second-largest U.S. bookstore chain, went out of business 
in 2011.1 When Borders started its business over 40 years ago, it stocked 
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rich assortments of books that competitors could not match. However, 
the company failed to modify its business model to adapt to the digital 
era and eventually lost its business.2

Second, whether your company should adopt the individualized strat-
egy depends on whether you have enough technology capability to handle 
each consumer’s unique demand at the same time. Amazon does a great 
job in remembering each person’s purchase history and recommending 
something relevant when he or she logs in the second time, owing to the 
company’s technology sophistication.3 Can a physical bookstore do that? 
Well, maybe a bookstore employee can remember 20 to 50 consumers 
who frequently stop by. However, it will be extremely difficult for him 
or her to remember thousands of consumers and recommend something 
special for each of them accordingly. From this perspective, technology is 
the real driver of individualization. Without a strong information tech-
nology department, you probably won’t be able to implement the indi-
vidualized strategy.

As a matter of fact, high-technology companies are continuously 
updating their technologies to make an individualized communication 
more powerful. For instance, Amazon was recently granted a patent for 
what it called anticipatory shipping, a technology that allows the com-
pany to deliver product packages even before consumers order them.4 
Sounds like a fairy tale, doesn’t it? The truth is: Amazon knows the con-
sumers so well by tracking each of them online. The company can predict 
what a person is likely to buy based on his or her previous purchases, 
product searches, returns, and even how long the cursor hovers over an 
item on its website.5 Another example is a technology called predictive 
search, developed by Google and other companies. This is a cell phone 
application (such as Google Now) that anticipates what a person needs 
before he or she even asks for it.6 For instance, it will alert a person that 
he or she needs to leave early for the next meeting because of the traffic 
although the person never told his or her phone that he or she had a meet-
ing or where the meeting was. How is this possible? Again, it is the power 
of technology. The cell phone application actually reads the user’s e-mail, 
scans his or her calendar, tracks his or her location, parses the traffic pat-
terns, and then anticipates what he or she needs before he or she himself 
even knows.7
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Expectation of Your Consumers

Since differences in needs and preferences drive people to seek indi-
vidualized information, product, and service, precisely understanding 
consumers’ expectation of your company is very important for your indi-
vidualized strategy to succeed.8 Generally speaking, today’s consumers are 
more powerful and active than before because of the Internet and social 
media. They are the center of business communications and their voices 
can sometimes change business operations. How to live up to the con-
sumers’ expectation is becoming a critical component of a company’s core 
decisionmaking.

There are many examples to illustrate this argument. For instance, 
consumers nowadays can participate in the process of determining the 
price of a product or service. They can go to Priceline (www.priceline 
.com) to propose a price that they are willing to pay for a hotel, a flight, 
or a rental car. The website will accommodate such requests and negotiate 
the price for them. In another example, Bank of America decided to drop 
its plan of charging a five-dollar monthly fee for debit-card users due to 
massive customer concerns expressed online—a 22-year-old girl named 
Molly Katchpole initiated a petition online (www.change.org) and it was 
later joined by more than 300,000 people.9 Let’s face it. Ten or fifteen 
years ago, companies probably would not have proactively asked their 
consumers what price they were willing to pay. They probably would not 
worry much about one consumer being unsatisfied with their business 
plan, either. However, the Internet gives people an opportunity to con-
nect with each other and express a collective feeling. When the feeling is 
negative, if the company does not react quickly, it can turn into a public 
relations nightmare. For example, in 2009 United Airlines refused to pay 
$1,200 to Dave Carroll, a Canadian musician, for the repair of his gui-
tar which was broken by the baggage handlers.10 After several months 
of unsuccessful communication with United Airlines’ customer service 
department, the musician eventually expressed his anger in a dramatic 
way—he wrote a song about his bad experiences with the company (the 
song was named United Breaks Guitars) and put his music video on 
 YouTube.11 As of February 2014, the video has been viewed more than 
13 million times and generated over 25,000 comments!
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As reflected in the examples mentioned earlier, consumers are no 
longer passive message receivers in a communication process in today’s 
digital era. Their expectation of how companies should design and manu-
facture a product, provide a service, and deliver a message has significantly 
increased, especially in some industries. A good example to demonstrate 
how consumers’ expectation rises from a standardized communication 
to an individualized communication is the newspaper industry. In the 
past, newspapers had always been produced in a standardized way and 
consumers were fine reading the same new stories as others. However, 
the Internet has changed the game completely. Since the early 1990s, a 
large amount of news content has appeared online. As a result, people 
don’t rely on traditional media for news anymore because they can easily 
access news stories online. In fact, more Americans are now getting their 
news from the Internet than from newspapers or radio.12 There are many 
websites that allow them to select the news that they prefer to read, such 
as MyYahoo! (my.yahoo.com), Google News (news.google.com), and so 
forth. People seem to like these individualized news sources. In a study 
that tested how people responded to the news content on MyYahoo!, for 
example, it was shown that the website generated much more favorable 
attitudes from consumers when it presented individualized news related 
to their preferred movies, sports teams, and tourist destinations than 
when it presented standardized information.13

Facebook is another great example to show how much individu-
alization people expect in terms of receiving news nowadays. I recently 
conducted a survey on campus at my university with hundreds of under-
graduate students, focusing on how they used Facebook to receive infor-
mation. Guess what? The average number of friends those students had 
on Facebook turned out to be more than 800! Given that a person may 
get news feeds on Facebook from over 800 unique sources every day, the 
communication process between users and Facebook is highly individual-
ized indeed.

Essentially, it is the development of technology that has raised the 
bar and increased consumers’ expectation of individualization. In the old 
days, when people went to a library, they would browse the index cards 
or ask a librarian to locate some information. In general, they wouldn’t 
expect the librarian to immediately show them the book or magazine that 
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they were looking for. However, when people go to Google (www.google 
.com) to search for something today, they normally expect the website to 
return the exact information that they want. This information search is so 
individualized that it is not only based on what the search query is about, 
but also based on who enters the query. For example, when a person 
searches for “food in Boston,” Google may present a blog post about res-
taurants in Boston written by one of his or her acquaintances as a search 
result.14 It is called personalized search.

Would consumers eventually expect all communications to be 
individualized? Well, that may be possible, depending whether tech-
nology will be ready. However, at least for now, consumers don’t 
expect a high level of individualization in all industries. Using higher 
education (the industry that I am in) as an example, the majority of 
university students are still getting their education in a standardized 
or targeted format—that a professor lectures to a room full of students 
with somewhat similar backgrounds and gives everyone the same test 
for an evaluation purpose. Students also expect a standardized form 
of recognition—to receive standardized letter grades from the classes 
they take and to receive a standardized diploma from the university 
they attend. Such an expectation won’t change until one day all the 
lectures and tests can be effectively presented online.15 It is certainly 
up for debate whether a standardized or individualized education sys-
tem is more beneficial to students, but at least we haven’t reached that 
point yet.

I also want to point out that a high level of individualization may 
not be suitable for all consumers. Several studies in the literature have 
shown that a highly individualized product or message may not gener-
ate a more favorable effect than a standardized or targeted product or 
message for consumers with some specific personality characteristics 
such as those who don’t want to be too unique (people who tend to 
score low on a psychological measurement called “need for unique-
ness”)16 or those who are more collectivistic-minded (people who tend 
to score high on a psychological measurement called “collectivistic ten-
dency”).17 These findings were built on two theoretical foundations: 
need for uniqueness and individualism or collectivism. According to 
need for uniqueness theory,18 all individuals crave for a certain extent 
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of uniqueness, but there are dispositional differences among people in 
regard of how different they want to be from others. At one extreme, 
some people desire to be just like everybody else, while at the other 
extreme, some people want to be as unique as possible. Possessing a 
scarce product, for example, provides people a vehicle to establish their 
uniqueness.19 In a study that examined how consumers evaluated their 
self-designed cell phone cover, it was found that those with a high need 
for uniqueness valued this individualized product more favorably than 
a standardized product, while those with a low need for uniqueness did 
not show such a preference. Furthermore, from a cultural psychology 
perspective, people tend to have different cultural orientations.20 The 
most discussed cultural dimension in the literature is the individu-
alism or collectivism dimension.21 An individualistic person tends to 
regard himself or herself to be independent from other people, while 
a collectivistic person tends to consider himself or herself to be inter-
dependent with the social group that he or she belongs to. In a study 
that examined how people responded to targeted and individualized 
advertising messages, it was found that collectivistic individuals were 
likely to evaluate a targeted ad more favorably than an individualized 
ad because of their interdependent self-identity.22 Such a phenomenon 
was especially salient when the product featured in the advertising 
message was something used in public (such as a cell phone) rather 
than in private (such as a mattress).

How to Craft an Individualized Message

Consumer Insights

To implement the individualized strategy, you must set up a database 
at each consumer’s individual level. Among the three types of strategies 
(standardized, targeted, and individualized), the volume and accuracy 
of data required by the individualized strategy is no doubt the highest. 
Conducting traditional secondary research and primary research won’t 
be enough for you to establish such a database because data from those 
research activities cannot show each individual consumer’s characteristics 
or preferences (they can only suggest the preferences shared by the gen-
eral public or a specific group of consumers). Thus, you need alternative 
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methods (likely to be more sophisticated as well) to collect consumer 
data. You also need to update the database on a regular basis.

It is worth noting that the database you set up may be a consumer 
database (a database containing information of people who have or 
haven’t done business with your company) or a customer database (a 
database containing information of people who have done business with 
your company), depending on who you intend to communicate with in 
the advertising. Theoretically speaking, you should set up a consumer 
database because a prospective consumer today may become a customer 
tomorrow (and vice versa). As a matter of fact, to identify and differenti-
ate consumers is believed to be the most fundamental step for the indi-
vidualized strategy.23

Your database should contain many details about each consumer such 
as his or her demographics, attitudes, preferences, past behavior, and so 
forth. Generally speaking, these data can be acquired either explicitly or 
implicitly. On the one hand, you may explicitly encourage consumers to 
provide their information to you via some written forms (such as ask-
ing a consumer to fill out an inquiry card). On the other hand, you can 
implicitly record their information on your website (such as tracking a 
consumer’s purchase history online).

The record of a consumer’s actions online is known as clickstream 
data.24 These data may include a record of every website and every web 
page seen, the time the consumer spent on each site or page, and the 
order the sites and pages were visited. They may also include informa-
tion regarding what virtual communities the consumers had participated 
in, what banner ads they had clicked on, what products they had pur-
chased.25 In addition to these numerical data, you may sometimes even 
need to record textual data on the Internet such as blogs, chat forums, 
and virtual communities.26

The development of Internet technologies allows companies to collect 
such big data from consumers. However, it needs to be pointed out that 
it is often beyond the capability of a market analyst or advertising account 
planner to sort and analyze these data and predict what consumers will 
prefer (or need) in the future. You should have some information special-
ists run sophisticated filter algorithms for this purpose.
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Message Creation

After collecting consumer data, the next step is to incorporate each con-
sumer’s characteristics or preferences in creating a message for him or 
her.27 The fundamental idea of this individualization process is to produce 
a message that captures some facets of the message recipient’s self-identity 
such as his or her values, experiences, and attitudes.28

There are many different ways to create an individualized message. 
The simplest approach is to add some cues to the message such as the 
message receiver’s name.29 These cues don’t really change the content of 
the message, but it gives people an impression that the message is meant 
for them. However, it is worth noting that adding a person’s name to 
the message may not be strong enough to make the message persuasive. 
For example, in a study that compared the effects of standardized and 
individualized newsletters (both newsletters had the same layout and pro-
vided the same information, and the only difference was that the message 
recipient’s first name was mentioned in the individualized version but 
it was not in the standardized version); there were no significant differ-
ences between the two versions regarding people’s attention and attitudes 
toward the message.30

More sophisticated ways of individualization include the use of a per-
son’s habits, ideology, personality, or past behavior to create the message. 
I will use a few examples in the literature to show how an individual-
ized message can be produced in these ways. For instance, in a study 
that examined the effects of individualized news recommender systems, 
research participants’ political ideology was measured, and then they were 
presented with news stories recommended by an online system.31 A rec-
ommendation was considered as individualized if the source of those news 
stories appeared to be consistent with the person’s political party affilia-
tion or political ideology (e.g., self-identified Democratic or more liberal 
participants were recommended stories from MSNBC, and self-identified 
Republican or more conservative participants were recommended stories 
from Fox News). In another study that tested how students reacted to dif-
ferent types of recruitment messages, their job expectation was measured 
via a questionnaire from many aspects such as expected salary, number of 
days of training, vacation, travel supplied by the job, and so forth.32 An 
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individualized job posting, in this case, would reflect a person’s specific 
job expectation. For example, for a student who expected to receive a 
starting salary below $30,000, the recruitment message would be deemed 
as individualized if it said, “We offer our associates a salary starting at 
$35,000. This salary appears to be greater than your expected salary.”

An individualized message may not only reflect a person’s habits or 
preferences, but also his or her personality. According to a study that 
examined how different message styles could lead to different persuasion 
effects, the same information can be phrased as dominant (by incorpo-
rating strong language consisting of assertions and commands) or sub-
missive (by incorporating weak language consisting of questions and 
suggestions).33 It was shown that dominant messages were more persua-
sive to consumers with a dominant personality while submissive messages 
were more persuasive to people with a submissive personality.

Moreover, individualized messages can be created based on a person’s 
past behavior. In a study that focused on the topic of how to encourage 
households to save energy, different types of messages were created and 
tested for their persuasion effects.34 Specifically, an individualized message 
was based on the household’s past energy-saving behavior. For example, it 
would suggest households who indicated setting the thermostat at 23°C 
(73°F) in the wintertime to lower it and show how much energy they 
would save by doing so, but it wouldn’t make such a suggestion to house-
holds who indicated setting the thermostat at 18°C (64°F). In another 
study that discussed how to prevent college students from binge drinking, 
individualized advertising messages were created and tested.35 Research 
participants filled out a survey questionnaire that assessed their typical 
weekly drinking behavior including number of times a week they drank 
and the average number of drinks per occasion. A computer software was 
used to calculate approximately how many calories each person consumed 
and how much money they spent in a year, and an individualized message 
would include those figures (such as “Based on the information you pro-
vided about your drinking behavior, you spend about $... and consume … 
calories in a year due to alcohol. Save your looks and your wallet”).

As seen in all these examples, individualization essentially is to cre-
ate a match between a message and certain characteristics of the mes-
sage recipient.36 A matched message tends to be more persuasive than a 
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mismatched message because people are likely to scrutinize the message 
more carefully and give it more thought. However, it needs to be noted 
that consumers’ expectation for an individualized message is generally 
much higher than a standardized or targeted message because they would 
expect an individualized message to perfectly match his or her needs and 
wants.37 If the message fails to create this perfect match, its persuasion 
effects will be significantly jeopardized.

Chapter Summary

The key takeaways of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• To adopt the individualized advertising strategy, two condi-
tions need to be satisfied: each consumer in your industry has 
a unique demand, and your company is capable of fulfilling 
each consumer’s unique demand at the same time.

• Today’s consumers are more powerful and active than before 
because of the Internet and social media. In general, consum-
ers expect a high level of individualization in some industries. 
When receiving an individualized message, they expect the 
message to perfectly match their needs and wants.

• To implement the individualized advertising strategy, you 
need to set up a database containing each individual consum-
er’s features and characteristics. The database should contain 
many details about each consumer such as his or her demo-
graphics, attitudes, preferences, past behavior, and so forth.

• Technology is the real driver of individualization because 
the volume and accuracy of consumer data required by the 
individualized advertising strategy is extremely high. Without 
a strong information technology department, you probably 
won’t be able to do individualized advertising.

• There are many different ways to create an individualized 
advertising message. The fundamental idea is to produce a 
message that captures some facets of the message recipient’s 
self-identity such as his or her values, experiences, and atti-
tudes.





CHAPTER 6

How to Gather Consumer 
Insights for Advertising

This chapter explains how to use various research methods to discover 
consumers’ preferences. It also discusses why a company needs to know 
the consumers at an appropriate level. Specifically, it answers the follow-
ing questions:

• What kind of research data are needed for standardized adver-
tising and targeted advertising?

• What kind of research data are needed for individualized 
advertising?

• What are the two ways of incorporating consumers’ prefer-
ences in individualized advertising?

• Why does a company need to know the consumers well for its 
advertising purpose?

• Why cannot a company know the consumers too well for its 
advertising purpose?

Knowing Consumers’ Preferences Is Critical

Short-Term Knowledge of Your Consumers

No matter what advertising strategy you decide to implement, knowing 
your consumers is a must. To create effective standardized or targeted 
messages, you need to conduct research, either qualitative or quantitative, 
or both, to gain some short-term knowledge of the consumers. Quali-
tative research methods frequently used in advertising practices include 
interviews, focus groups, and ethnographic observations. These types of 
research are not statistics-based, and they don’t require a large sample size. 
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In contrast, quantitative research is primarily number-driven. The two 
commonly used quantitative research methods by advertising profession-
als are surveys and experiments. The sample size required for quantitative 
research is generally larger, thus the research findings may be generalizable.

Specifically, interviews are often conducted in a one-on-one setting. 
Approximately 20 to 25 interviews are needed for you to find some key 
consumer insights. Theoretically speaking, the consumers being inter-
viewed should have different backgrounds so that they can reasonably 
represent the general public or the target group that you are interested 
in. Each interview may last about 30 to 45 minutes. The interview ques-
tions should be constructed in a way that they give interviewees much 
free space to express their experiences, stories, attitudes, feelings, emo-
tions, and so forth. Some projective tests may also be included in the 
interview questions such as sentence completion (the interviewee is asked 
to complete a broken sentence), photo sorting (the interviewee is asked 
to sort photos into various groups according to a certain criterion), and 
consumer drawing (the interviewee is asked to draw a picture based on a 
question). The objective of such tests is to delve below consumers’ surface 
responses and obtain their deep feelings, attitudes, and motivations.

Similar to interviews, focus groups are also based on oral conversa-
tions. However, this type of research is conducted in a group context 
instead of a one-on-one setting. Generally speaking, a focus group con-
sists of seven or eight consumers who sit along a roundtable and talk 
about their experiences and attitudes. They answer questions from a focus 
group moderator and also interact with each other by commenting on 
others’ responses. Such group dynamics are the key difference between a 
focus group and an interview. A focus group session usually lasts about 
an hour or an hour and a half. In order to gain more accurate consumer 
insights, multiple focus group sessions are oftentimes needed.

The third option of doing qualitative research is ethnographic obser-
vation. It means that you, as the researcher, go to a field (such as a bar, 
an event, a person’s home, his or her blog, diary, journals, social media 
accounts, and so forth) to observe consumer behavior. The purpose of 
this type of research is to discover what consumers do in a natural setting 
without interrupting them or asking them questions. Surely, you need 
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to carefully select whom to observe in the field. The persons selected for 
observation should represent the general public or the target group.

Qualitative research can give you lots of in-depth information on how 
consumers feel, prefer, and act, but those research findings usually cannot 
be generalized because the sample size is too small. To compensate for this 
shortcoming, you can also conduct quantitative research such as surveys 
and experiments. The sample size needed for a survey is between 1,000 
and 1,500, roughly speaking, if you want to keep the sampling error rea-
sonably low (a three percent sampling error or less is generally consid-
ered ideal). The questions on your survey questionnaire should mostly 
be numerical measures (that means you will be able to perform statistical 
analyses with the data). You can implement your survey in several differ-
ent ways: by mail, by telephone, face-to-face, or online. If you need to 
create multiple versions of the questionnaire based on different languages 
(English and Spanish, for instance), you should follow a process called 
“back translation.” You can create your questionnaire in English first, 
and then ask a bilingual person to translate the English questionnaire 
into Spanish. Later, you will ask another bilingual person to translate the 
Spanish questionnaire back into English. When you compare the two 
English versions of the questionnaire, one before the translation and one 
after, there shouldn’t be any main discrepancy (if you do see a discrepancy, 
you need to modify the questionnaire accordingly).

Finally, you can conduct experiments to detect consumer preferences. 
The idea of experimental research is to test how consumers react to differ-
ent treatments. For example, if you consider hiring a celebrity to endorse 
your brand but you are uncertain of which one may be more appropriate 
(you have two choices, A and B), you can design a simple experiment to 
help guide your decision. Specifically, you will create two versions of an 
advertising message, one featuring the celebrity A and the other featuring 
the celebrity B. Then, you invite several target consumers to the research 
and randomly divide them into two groups (each group usually needs 
25 to 30 people). Each group will be exposed to one version of the ad, 
and people in the group will evaluate the advertising message that they 
see on a numerical scale. Based on a statistical analysis that compares the 
two groups, you draw a conclusion on which celebrity is more effective 
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in promoting your brand (whichever gets a significantly higher score on 
the average evaluation).

I will use a few examples from recent award-winning advertising cam-
paigns to illustrate how consumer research is conducted in the real world. 
The first example is Honda’s “The social activity vehicle” campaign for its 
CR-V.1 In this case, the advertising professionals conducted focus groups 
first. Then, they selected a few focus group participants and followed them 
on Facebook, Twitter, and other social media platforms. Those consumers 
were observed in a natural environment, and their feeds and posts on social 
media were examined and analyzed, leading to the advertising professionals’ 
conclusions on their preferences of lifestyles, values, attitudes, and so forth.2

The second example is from Nike. To help develop and promote an 
iPhone application for NikeiD, Nike conducted a national blog and 
mobile phone journal study among 25 target consumers.3 The company 
asked those consumers to experience the customization feature of NikeiD, 
blog about their life, and answer daily questions about the customization 
of shoes and fashion. According to the research, the advertising team dis-
covered two key consumer insights: people who customized shoes tended 
to use their custom item to socially connect with others, and their cus-
tomization was fueled by inspiration.4

The last example is Chobani’s “A love story about yogurt” campaign.5 
Chobani found that many consumers expressed their love toward the 
brand in a variety of passionate ways such as writing love poems to it in 
their news feeds, writing blog posts about leaving their spouses for it, and 
serenading it on YouTube. To feature the best stories among consumers, 
the advertising team reached out and went to meet with several of them. 
The campaign was then designed based on real consumer stories—one 
that “an accountant from Virginia who had her Chobani stolen at work 
went on a mission to make sure it wouldn’t happen again,” and another 
that “a pre-med student from NY who rode his bike 80 miles just to see 
where his favorite yogurt was made.”6

Long-Term Knowledge of Your Consumers

Traditional qualitative and quantitative research can provide you with val-
uable consumer insights that help you design a standardized or targeted 
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message. However, to create a more individualized message, you need to 
gain more detailed knowledge of each consumer. Such a research pro-
cess tends to be long-term oriented instead of a one-time shot. In gen-
eral, learning about a consumer over time and delivering individualized 
information to him or her based on that learning is very challenging. It 
requires an excellent consumer database and superb analytical skills.7

Basically, you need to set up a database that describes each consumer 
in as many details as possible. These details may include both personally 
identifiable information (such as name, address, phone number, e-mail, 
credit card number, and so forth) and unidentifiable information (such as 
gender, hobbies, books read, holiday destinations, marital status, educa-
tional background, occupation, and so forth).8 Such information can be 
collected in two ways: either you ask the consumers to disclose it to you, 
or you record it from them automatically with their permission.

To ask consumer to disclose their personal information to you, in gen-
eral, is not an easy task. Many people are reluctant to share information 
with companies because they worry that the data can be used without 
their permission. However, when facing a specific choice that a company 
asks for personal information, people tend to do a risk–benefit evaluation 
in their mind (mostly at an unconscious level) before they make a deci-
sion. If the immediate benefit clearly offsets the potential risk, they are 
more likely to accept the loss of privacy that accompanies the disclosure 
of information.9 According to this rationale, you may enhance consum-
ers’ willingness to disclose personal information in two ways: (1) to offer 
attractive benefits to them such as discount coupons and bonus reward 
points and (2) to decrease the perceived risk of information disclosure 
such as providing them with privacy notices that explain how their data 
will be handled and secured.10

Instead of asking them, you may also record consumers’ data automat-
ically, which is often known as online tracking. Each time a person goes 
to a company’s website to search for something, to read something, or to 
buy something, his or her actions may be recorded and transformed into 
a database. The company then uses these data to create an individualized 
message for him or her later. The more frequently this person logs into the 
company’s website, the more data he or she will give to the company. For 
example, Pandora (www.pandora.com) collects music preferences from 
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more than 200 million registered users because they express their likes 
and dislikes of particular songs by pressing the thumbs-up and thumbs-
down buttons.11 The company also tracks via what devices people tune in 
the songs, for example, desktops and cell phones.12 This online tracking is 
a nonstop process, thus it accumulates a large amount of information for 
each consumer. Generally speaking, this type of data collection is more 
intrusive into people’s privacy than asking them to disclose their informa-
tion voluntarily.

Predicting Consumers’ Preferences Is Hard

Let Consumers Tell You

The main purpose of setting up a consumer database is to know each 
consumer better so that you can predict his or her preferences more pre-
cisely. An individualized message based on a person’s preferences should 
be more effective than a random message. Two approaches, customization 
and personalization, can help you achieve this individualization purpose.

The two terms, customization and personalization, are sometimes 
used interchangeably in academic research and industrial reports. How-
ever, there are important conceptual differences between them. Cus-
tomization means that the consumer proactively specifies one or more 
elements of his or her marketing mix (it can refer to a product, a price, or 
a message), while personalization means that companies determine, based 
on previously collected consumer data, what marketing mix (again, it can 
refer to a product, a price, or a message) is the most suitable for each indi-
vidual consumer.13 In other words, in a customization process consumers 
play an active role in defining a product, a price, or a message, but in a 
personalization process they don’t.

Many companies have used a customization process to design and pro-
duce their products because they want consumers to tell them exactly what 
they prefer. For example, Dell allows consumers to customize many fea-
tures of their computer such as the operating system, screen size, processor, 
memory, hard drive size, and so forth, when they order online (www.dell 
.com). For another example, the website MixYourOwnGranola (www.mix-
yourowngranola.com) gives consumers a chance to mix their own granola 
by selecting different nuts, seeds, dried fruits, and other ingredients.
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In addition to designing and producing a product for a consumer, 
this customization logic can also be applied to creating a message for him 
or her. For instance, you can ask consumers to fill out a couple of short 
forms online by indicating what content categories they would be mostly 
interested in.14 Then, you can create e-mail newsletters based on those 
indicated preferences. This type of individualized e-mail message is gener-
ally more effective to catch people’s attention and lead to clicks compared 
to standardized messages.15

Let You Tell Consumers

If you don’t want to bother your consumers and ask them what they 
prefer, you can use the personalization approach to create individualized 
messages—using the data that you have collected to predict what consum-
ers would prefer in the future and create messages accordingly. Generally 
speaking, you need to have strong capabilities in statistical modeling to 
analyze consumer data.16

A central part of personalization is to predict what people would do or 
what they would like without directly asking them. Such a prediction is 
often built on an assumption or a logical inference. For example, a com-
mon personalization practice used by companies is to greet consumers by 
their names when sending mails or e-mails to them. It is assumed that 
people would prefer to see their own names rather than a generic greet-
ing. It sounds intuitive, but in fact there is scientific evidence to support 
such an assumption. In two psychological experiments conducted in the 
1980s, research participants were exposed to the letters of their names as 
well as other random letters.17 It was found that their attitudes toward the 
letters of their names were significantly more favorable than toward the 
random letters.

Another common practice of personalization is one where compa-
nies provide offers to consumers that are consistent with their past pur-
chases. It is assumed that people would repeat their purchases (buy the 
same product or a similar product) after they develop habitual patterns.18 
Again, this assumption is supported by scientific evidence. For example, 
in a study that tested behavioral consistency of choosing computer ter-
minals in a lab, it was found that people would always go to his or her 
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favorite few terminals although all computers in the lab were essentially 
the same.19

Moreover, companies sometimes can draw conclusions on consumers’ 
interests or preferences based on logical reasoning. For example, transac-
tion data may be used to make inferences of price sensitivity.20 Depending 
on how frequently a person responded to discount offers in the past, com-
panies may judge how sensitive he or she is to a price change. For another 
example, clicking on the Help button on a website may signal a person’s 
low expertise on a certain subject.21

However, I must point out that these assumptions and reasoning 
sometimes can go wrong. It is very difficult to anticipate consumers’ pref-
erences 100 percent accurately even if you track their behavior online 
all the time. For instance, a consumer is likely to buy a book for himself 
or herself based on his or her own interests, but he or she may also use 
the same website to buy a book as a gift to a friend based on the friend’s 
interests.22 In this case, predicting this person’s preferences based on the 
transaction data may not lead to a sound judgment.

Dos and Don’ts

Do Know Your Consumers Well

No matter what assumption or reasoning you use to predict consumers’ 
preferences, the data that you rely on must be accurate. That is to say, 
maintaining and updating your consumer database is extremely impor-
tant. You need to ensure that there is no misinformation in the data-
base and consumers’ status changes (such as the change of name, address, 
phone number, or occupation) are appropriately reflected. A tiny error in 
the data can ruin your whole effort in the individualized communication 
process. For example, in one of my studies (the study results have not 
been published in a journal yet), I examined how people would respond 
to misinformation in an ad. I created two versions of ads for my research 
participants, one that greeted them by their first name in the message 
(such as Hi Dave…) and the other that greeted them by a wrong name 
(such as Hi Taylor… but the person was not named Taylor). It was found 
that people’s attitude toward the ad with the wrong name was much more 
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unfavorable than the one with the right name, even though the brand and 
product information in both versions of ads was the same.

To keep the consumer database accurate and updated requires lots of 
hard work—the data need to be checked and examined constantly. The 
collaboration between different departments in a company is also criti-
cal in this sense. For example, the marketing department of a company 
may be in charge of the consumer loyalty program, thus they have the 
data that consumers filled out on the loyalty cards. On the other hand, 
the finance department may manage consumers’ purchase data. To make 
the company’s marketing communication more effective, the two depart-
ments need to share data with each other.23

Don’t Know Your Consumers Too Well

Even if you have an excellent consumer database in hand, it doesn’t mean 
that you will always be successful in the communication process. Some-
times you may run into a trouble for knowing your consumers too well. 
That is to say, people may not like to see a message from a company 
that gets too personal, which suggests that the company is inappropri-
ately familiar with his or her preferences and behavior. This type of highly 
individualized messages may be irritating because they cause consumers 
to experience something called “psychology reactance”—a motivational 
state activated when a person feels his or her freedom is threatened.24

Simply speaking, a highly individualized message may cause people 
to worry about their privacy. As described by a Time Magazine article, 
a data mining company today can easily compile a huge amount of per-
sonal data about an individual consumer, pointing at every detail of his 
or her life—what he or she buys, where he or she goes, and whom he 
or she loves.25 These data are collected in lots of ways, such as tracking 
devices on websites (such as cookies) that allow a company to identify a 
consumer as he or she travels around the Internet and applications that 
he or she downloads on the cell phone that look at his or her contact list 
and location. These data (including misinformation) are sold and used in 
individualizing advertising messages that are presented to each consumer.

Consumers do worry about such practices. They are concerned about 
their information privacy online. The perceived risk is especially high 
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when they feel uninformed by companies about how their information 
is collected and used.26 Using a consumer’s real comments covered in a 
New York Times article, “It is a pretty clever marketing tool. But it’s a little 
creepy, especially if you don’t know what’s going on.”27

The reality is: consumers are not only concerned about their person-
ally identifiable information, but also their anonymous and personally 
unidentifiable information, but the degree of sensitivity is different.28 Peo-
ple normally consider personal identifiers (such as name, phone number, 
credit card number, and so forth) to be more sensitive.29 Demographic 
information and personal preferences (such as gender, educational back-
ground, hobbies, and so forth) are generally regarded as less sensitive.30 
Broadly speaking, consumers’ concerns for privacy regarding companies’ 
collection and usage of their data come from four aspects: (1) companies 
have collected too much personal information about their consumers; 
(2) the personal information that companies have collected may contain 
errors, but they haven’t devoted enough time and effort to verifying the 
accuracy of the data; (3) companies may use the personal information for 
a purpose that is not authorized by consumers who provide that informa-
tion; and (4) companies’ computer databases that contain personal infor-
mation are not sufficiently protected from unauthorized access.31

If you ask a consumer whether he or she is concerned with sharing too 
much information with a company and losing privacy, the chances are: he 
or she is very much concerned. However, there is an interesting phenom-
enon called “privacy paradox,” which means people can express a great 
level of privacy concern but they behave in ways that contradict their 
expressions.32 A plausible explanation for such an attitude and behavior 
inconsistency is that people may be willing to sacrifice a certain level of 
privacy for a company that they trust.

Think of the following hypothetical scenario: suppose that you are 
busy working on a project one day and you have no time to buy lunch. 
All of a sudden your best friend shows up with your favorite sandwich. 
He tells you that he knows you are busy working on this project and he 
wants to help you out. Since he knows what you prefer to eat, he buys 
the sandwich for you. In this case, you are very likely to appreciate your 
friend’s help. However, if a stranger shows up with the same sandwich 
and offers it to you, you probably won’t appreciate it. Instead, you would 
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be confused, if not scared. The first thought likely to come to your mind 
would be “What is going on?” or “Who are you, and how do you know 
what kind of sandwich I like to eat?”

The key difference between these two cases (best friend versus stran-
ger) is the level of trust. You trust your best friend so much that you won’t 
worry about him knowing you too well, but you certainly would not 
grant the same level of trust to a stranger. In fact, you probably would feel 
that you have been stalked by him.

As seen in this hypothetical example, building trust between your 
company and the consumers is very important for the communication 
process to succeed. A company’s reputation is an asset that takes a long 
time to build, and people tend to rely on it to ensure that their personal 
information is safe.33 The relative reputation of companies is the main 
reason why consumers prefer to use individualized service from one com-
pany while ignoring another, although the services may be virtually the 
same.34 Just look at the list of most admired companies across the world, 
Apple, Google, and Amazon are ranked the top three.35 This probably 
explains why consumers keep going to those companies for products and 
services and not worry much about privacy, although they have shared a 
lot of personal information with the companies.

Chapter Summary

The key takeaways of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• To create effective standardized or targeted advertising 
messages, you need to gain short-term knowledge of the 
consumers through qualitative and quantitative research. 
The qualitative and quantitative research methods frequently 
used in advertising practices include interviews, focus groups, 
ethnographic observations, surveys, and experiments.

• To create effective individualized advertising messages, you 
need to gain long-term knowledge of each individual con-
sumer. Such consumer information can be collected in two 
ways: either you ask the consumers to disclose it to you, or 
you record it from them automatically with their permission.
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• There are two ways to achieve the individualization purpose 
in advertising: customization and personalization. Customiza-
tion means that the consumer proactively specifies what he or 
she prefers to see in an advertising message, while personaliza-
tion means that you predict what the consumer prefers to see 
in an advertising message based on an analytical procedure.

• To conduct effective advertising, you need to know the con-
sumers’ preferences reasonably well. In this sense, maintaining 
and updating your consumer database is extremely import-
ant. You must ensure that there is no misinformation in the 
database.

• Consumers may experience psychological reactance if an 
advertising message gets too personal. To avoid such negative 
responses, you need to build a trustworthy relationship with 
the consumers. This trust-building process tends to be long-
term oriented.



CHAPTER 7

How to Incorporate 
Consumer Insights into 

Advertising

This chapter discusses a few issues in the process of incorporating con-
sumer insights into advertising. It also explains why expert and novice 
consumers should be differentiated in the communication process. Spe-
cifically, it answers the following questions:

• How to match an advertising message to the consumers’ 
preferences?

• How to frame an advertising message in a persuasive way?
• How to deliver an advertising message in the right context 

and at the right time?
• Why should a company ask expert consumers to offer 

opinions on the advertising content, framing, medium, and 
timing?

• Why shouldn’t a company ask novice consumers to offer 
opinions on the advertising content, framing, medium, and 
timing?

Incorporating Consumer Insights into 
Advertising Is a Headache

Matching the Content

As discussed in the last chapter, to gain short-term and long-term knowl-
edge of the consumers is a very necessary but quite challenging task. You 
need to collect a lot of consumer data via appropriate research methods 
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and establish a database accordingly. After you complete the data col-
lection, the next step, then, is to create advertising messages based on 
those consumer data. This is an even bigger headache because creating 
right advertising messages for the consumers is very difficult. You should 
take three broad issues into consideration: (1) how to match the advertis-
ing content to the message recipient’s preferences; (2) how to frame the 
advertising information in a persuasive way; and (3) how to deliver the 
advertising message in the right context and at the right time.

The first thing to consider is how to incorporate the consumer data 
into an advertising message (or, how to match the advertising content 
to the message receiver’s preferences). You need to be very cautious with 
this message creation process because the consumer data that you have 
collected may not be reliable. Why? Well, this argument is built on the 
decision-making theories in consumer behavior. According to those theo-
ries, people may not have well-defined and stable preferences that they 
can easily retrieve from memory.1 Thus, they tend to construct their pref-
erences on the fly. For example, when you ask a person what color he 
or she prefers, the person may give you a random choice because he or 
she does not really have a consistent preference for a color. In this sense, 
what you have measured in the data collection process may not be the 
consumers’ true preferences (in some cases, the consumers’ preferences are 
so unstable that they may not even have true preferences). Consequently, 
if you create an advertising message based on those false preferences, the 
message is unlikely to be persuasive. This is why there are some examples 
like the following in the real world: a company predicts that a consumer is 
extremely likely to go on a European river cruise based on a sophisticated 
analysis of the consumer data, but in fact the person has no intention of 
going in that cruise.2

A widely cited article in the Journal of Consumer Research explained 
this phenomenon in detail.3 It was argued that consumers don’t have a 
master list of preferences in their memory to refer to because they lack 
the cognitive resources to generate well-defined preferences toward 
many objects. Instead, people usually construct a preference and make a 
choice on the spot when they have to. The specific choice that they make 
among several options is largely dependent on the goals that they want 
to accomplish at a given time. Four of the most important goals include: 
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(1) maximizing the accuracy of the choice; (2) minimizing the cogni-
tive effort required to make the choice; (3) minimizing the experience of 
negative emotion when making the choice; and (4) maximizing the ease 
of justifying the decision.4 An individual’s choice in a certain scenario will 
likely reflect one or more of these four goals.

Such a constructive nature of consumers’ preferences is very trou-
blesome for companies to craft effective advertising messages. There is 
considerable psychological evidence showing that consumers may be cha-
meleons, and their stated preferences at the time of choice tend to differ 
from their likes at the time of real consumption.5 In other words, people 
often forecast that they would like something but subsequently discover 
they do not. For example, a person may buy bright red slacks anticipat-
ing that they would look festive during the winter holidays, but when 
the time comes to wear them he realizes that he no longer likes such an 
unusual style.6

Another argument in the literature is that people may not have good 
insights into their preferences, no matter whether the preferences are sta-
ble or fuzzy.7 That is to say, people may not be able to correctly articulate 
what they really prefer or why they prefer certain things. For example, 
in the daily lives, people answer many questions about the cognitive 
processes underlying their choices, evaluations, judgments, and behav-
ior, such as “Why do you like him?” and “Why did you take that job?” 
Interestingly, people oftentimes end up answering, “I don’t know, it just 
came to me.” This is primarily because they do not have direct access to 
higher order mental processes that are related to their evaluations, judg-
ments, problem solving, and the initiation of specific behavior.8 In such 
cases, people’s responses to questions tend to be biased. They are likely 
to use some simple heuristic cues to make judgments on the spot. In a 
classic article published in the 1970s, a series of studies illustrated how 
simple cues could lead people to incorrect judgments.9 Using one of the 
experiments in the article for example, research participants were asked to 
listen to a prerecorded message with a list of names. Two types of name 
lists were used in the study, with one containing 19 famous men and 20 
non-famous women, and the other containing 19 famous women and 
20 non-famous men. It was found that people believed there were more 
men in the first list and more women in the second list, even though the 
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opposite was true. Such overestimations and underestimations observed 
in the experiment were due to the fact that famous names (such as  Richard 
Nixon and Elizabeth Taylor) were easier to be recalled than non-famous 
names (such as William Fulbright and Lana Turner). In other words, peo-
ple used the easiness of retrieving names as a simple cue to help them 
make judgments.

Although people’s preferences tend to be constructed in many cases, 
it is worth noting that prior research did not suggest that the preferences 
are always unstable and biased. In fact, people do have relatively stable 
preferences for some situations. For example, a person’s liking or disliking 
for smoking may be stable over time.10 A nonsmoker is likely to pre-
fer a nonsmoking room when booking a hotel. Also, consumers tend to 
develop more stable preferences as they gain more experiences with spe-
cific objects.11

Framing the Message

Suppose that your consumers have reasonably well-defined preferences 
and you have measured them perfectly. Now you know what content you 
want to include in the advertising message, but how to frame it becomes 
another concern. The same information framed in different ways can lead 
to very different communication effects. You need to determine what the 
most appropriate way to frame your advertising message is.

An article published in the Journal of Communication defined fram-
ing in the following fashion: to frame is to “select some aspects of a per-
ceived reality and make them more salient in a communication text, in 
such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, casual inter-
pretation, moral evaluation, and treatment recommendation for the item 
described.”12 Simply speaking, a frame will direct people’s attention to 
particular aspects of the reality described, and simultaneously direct their 
attention away from other aspects.13 Using a classic positive and negative 
framing case as an example, a pack of ground beef will likely be rated as 
better tasting and less greasy when it is labeled in a positive light (75 per-
cent lean) rather than a negative light (25 percent fat).14 This is because 
the positive labeling can lead to an encoding of the information that 
evokes favorable associations in memory, whereas the negative labeling of 
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the same attribute may trigger an encoding of the information that evokes 
unfavorable associations.

Depending on what is framed, what is affected, and how the effect 
is measured, framing can be categorized into three types: (1) risk choice 
framing, in which the complete set of options differing in risk level is 
framed either positively or negatively; (2) attribute framing, in which 
some characteristic of an object or event is framed either positively or neg-
atively; and (3) goal framing, in which the goal of an action or behavior 
is framed.15 The most widely discussed framing effect in the literature is 
based on the first type—risk choice framing. It originated from a Science 
article written by two famous psychologists, Amos Tversky and  Daniel 
Kahneman.16 Using one of their experiments as an example, research par-
ticipants were asked to make a choice between two alternate programs, 
both of which were aimed to prevent the outbreak of an unusual disease 
that was expected to kill 600 people. If program A were adopted, 200 
people would be saved. If program B were adopted, there would be one-
third probability that 600 people would be saved, and two-thirds prob-
ability that no people would be saved. The experiment results showed that 
72 percent of research participants were in favor of program A and 28 
percent of them were in favor of program B. However, people’s responses 
were significantly changed when the framing of these two programs was 
different. Specifically, people were presented with another two programs: 
program C and program D. If program C were adopted, 400 people 
would die (program C was essentially the same as program A). If program 
D were adopted, there would be one-third probability that nobody would 
die, and two-thirds probability that 600 people would die (program D 
was essentially the same as program B). This time, the majority of research 
participants were in favor of program D (78 percent) instead of program 
C (22 percent). Apparently, the shift of people’s preferences was caused 
by two different ways of framing the outcome. When the outcome was 
framed as a gain, people attempted to avoid a risk, but when the outcome 
was framed as a loss, they tended to take a risk.17

There are many such examples discussed in prior studies, suggest-
ing all sorts of framing effects. The general conclusions based on those 
studies are: (1) in risky choice framing, positive frames will enhance risk 
aversion relative to negative frames; (2) in attribute framing, an attribute 
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will be judged more favorably when labeled in positive terms rather than 
negative terms; and (3) in goal framing, a negatively framed message 
emphasizing losses will have a bigger impact on a given behavior than a 
positively framed message emphasizing gains.18 Based on these research 
conclusions, you need to frame your advertising messages in a way that 
is supposed to produce certain communication effects you wish to see.

Delivering the Information

The last consideration is how to deliver the advertising information, such 
as in what context and at what time. The effectiveness of an advertising 
message is not only dependent on the content of the message, but also 
affected by situational factors.19 For example, media context (i.e., char-
acteristics of the content of the medium in which an ad is placed) is an 
important situational factor. Some types of media context may be more 
appropriate for certain types of advertising than others.20 In a study that 
tested the effects of media context, three types of ads were selected by a jury 
of academics and advertising professionals for testing: humorous, warm, 
and rational.21 Those ads were placed in three types of television and print 
contexts and presented to 314 participants. Specifically, the three televi-
sion contexts included an excerpt from The Simpsons (a humorous television  
context), a gastronomic travel program situated in Italy (a warm television 
context), and a documentary on Egyptian pyramids (a rational television 
context). The three print contexts were three magazines, including one that 
featured cartoons, funny texts, and jokes (a humorous print context), one 
that featured stories and photographs evoking a warm feeling (a warm print 
context), and another that was composed of informative articles (a rational 
print context). It was found that an advertising message placed in a congru-
ent media context (such as a humorous ad in a humorous context) tended 
to be perceived as more likeable when the message receiver’s involvement 
with the product featured in the ad was low. When the person’s product 
involvement was high, an advertising message placed in an incongruent 
media context, such as a humorous ad in a rational context, was likely to 
generate more favorable effects.

In another similar study, research participants were asked to watch 
a movie segment with embedded ads, and then report all the thoughts 
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that had occurred as they watched the materials.22 They were randomly 
assigned to one of the two movie clips, one that induced a positive mood 
(the opening scene of Lethal Weapon 3 where good guys captured the 
bad guys in an amusing scenario), and the other that induced a negative 
mood (the opening scene of Cliffhanger where the hero failed to rescue a 
mountain climber whose safety line broke). The study results suggested 
that the negative-mood-inducing context led people to more thoughts 
of  the  movie content and their attention to the ads was distracted.  
However, the positive-mood-inducing context did not have such an effect.

In addition to the content of the medium, the medium itself is also a 
situational factor that may influence advertising effectiveness. For exam-
ple, in a very interesting study, people’s responses to advertising messages 
were tested in two conditions: one that a traditional medium (it referred 
to a newspaper in the study) held the ad, and the other that a creative 
medium (it referred to an egg or an elevator in the study) held the ad.23 
Specifically, in the creative medium condition, an insurance company’s ad 
was printed on the shell of an egg that was placed in an open egg carton, 
and an energy drink ad was printed on a sticker that was posted between 
the up and down buttons on an elevator panel. These two medium 
choices were considered as creative and suitable because an egg’s shell is a 
protective layer (thus it is appropriate for the brand image of an insurance 
company) and an elevator moves people up quickly (thus it is appropriate 
for the brand image of an energy drink). The study results showed that, 
compared to the traditional newspaper advertising, ads placed in these 
creative media were perceived as more credible and more favorable.

Furthermore, the timing of advertising is also critical to advertising 
effectiveness. For example, the effects of an ad are likely to differ if it is 
viewed by a consumer before the product’s consumption as opposed to if 
it is viewed by the person after the product’s consumption. In a study that 
tested this proposition, research participants were invited to taste orange 
juice.24 Half of them reviewed and evaluated the orange juice company’s 
ads before they tasted the product. The other half of them tasted the juice 
first and then reviewed and evaluated the ads. The time interval between 
these two tasks was also controlled in the study. Half of the participants 
did the two tasks immediately one after another (it was referred to as 
the online condition in the study), and the other half of them received 
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a 15-minute distraction between the two tasks (it was referred to as the 
memory-based condition in the study). The research findings were that 
people’s overall evaluations of the orange juice were significantly higher 
when the advertising preceded the tasting experience in the online con-
dition, and when the advertising followed the tasting experience in the 
memory-based condition. The reason of such findings was that people’s 
judgments in the online condition tended to rely on what was currently 
in their short-term memory, whereas their judgments in the memory-
based condition were likely based on retrieval of information from the 
long-term memory.

Another interesting phenomenon in relation to the timing of advertis-
ing is called the serial position effects (they are also termed the primacy 
and recency effects).25 This phenomenon refers to the fact that when peo-
ple are presented with a list of items, they tend to remember the items at 
the beginning or the end of the list better than the items in the middle of 
that list. Several studies have discussed how the serial position effects can 
be applied to advertising practices. Using one of my research projects as 
an example, I adopted the primacy and recency effects framework to test 
consumers’ memory (both brand recall and recognition) of the 2006 Super 
Bowl commercials.26 A total of 489 consumers who watched the Super 
Bowl broadcast that year were randomly selected and surveyed via tele-
phone. They were asked to recall and recognize the commercials aired dur-
ing the broadcast. Based on the position of each commercial in a clutter 
and also the position of each clutter within the whole Super Bowl broad-
cast, I performed the data analysis at two levels. First, at the micro-level, it 
was found that an earlier position for a commercial in a clutter tended to 
generate better brand recall. At the macro-level, it was found that the com-
mercial clutters at earlier positions within the whole broadcast generated 
better brand memory. Both findings confirmed a strong primacy effect.

Dos and Don’ts

Do Ask Consumers to Help

Given the fact that you need to consider the three issues mentioned 
earlier, creating an effective advertising message looks like a tough job 
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and therefore sometimes, you may need your consumers to help you in 
this process. Specifically, you may interact with the consumers and ask 
for their opinions on your advertising content, framing, medium, and 
timing. To get consumers involved in these decision-making processes 
is likely to give them a sense of empowerment, which usually leads to a 
positive feeling. Empowered consumers usually believe that they have a 
stronger impact on a company than non-empowered consumers. When 
they are allowed to participate in a company’s decision making, they tend 
to assume psychological ownership of those decisions.27

In a study that tested the effects of consumer empowerment, research 
participants were introduced to a company specializing in T-shirts.28 
The uniqueness of this company was that it would promote five newly 
designed T-shirts per week. The participants were divided into four groups 
in the study. People in the first group were asked to rate 20 T-shirts on 
attractiveness and they were informed that the company would promote 
five of them next week based on their ratings. Thus, these consumers 
were empowered. The other three groups were non-empowered control 
groups, serving for different comparison purposes. Specifically, people in 
the second group did not see those 20 T-shirts and they were told that the 
company would select five T-shirts to promote based on the feedback of 
a user community. People in the third group got to see those 20 T-shirts 
but they were not given an opportunity to evaluate them. Finally, people 
in the last group saw the 20 T-shirts and they also rated them, but they 
were told that the company might not use their ratings to select the five 
T-shirts to promote. One week later, the five selected T-shirts were pre-
sented to all participants (people in all groups were exposed to the same 
five T-shirts). Their willingness to pay for those T-shirts was measured 
through a bidding process. It was discovered that people in the first group 
were willing to pay a significantly higher price for the T-shirts than people 
in the other three groups.

Such a consumer empowerment effect is similar to the “I design it 
myself ” effect, which suggests that people like to assign a high subjective 
value to his or her own creation in a self-design activity such as pottering, 
cooking, and knitting.29 To apply the same logic, companies may not 
only ask consumers to talk about their preferences, but also invite them 
to actually create advertising messages. As an example, Dove conducted 
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an Ad Makeover campaign along this line.30 The company created a user-
friendly application via which the consumers could easily design a positive 
ad on Facebook (a positive ad meant an ad that would promote women’s 
self-esteem in this case) to replace a negative ad there (a negative ad meant 
an ad that would lower women’s self-esteem in this case). To ensure that 
the positive ads developed by the consumers would always take the place 
of negative ads, Dove used a system of double bidding (which meant 
Dove was willing to pay a double price for a suggested keyword). The 
results were that in just two weeks after the campaign was launched, ads 
created by the consumers displaced 171 million potentially negative ads.

Don’t Ask Consumers to Help

Unfortunately, consumers cannot always help you improve the advertising 
effectiveness. The empowerment effect is largely dependent on whether 
people have enough competence to make sound choices.31 When the con-
sumers don’t have sufficient expertise to answer your questions, it is better 
to leave them alone. Information overload can make people feel over-
whelmed and dissatisfied and eventually lose interest in your company.32

Research has shown that people with more experiences (experts) are 
eager to participate in the information flow, but people with less experi-
ence (novices) do not have such a desire. For example, in a study that 
examined how users responded to the interface of Google News, it was 
found that people who lacked the expertise and interest in adopting new 
technologies (they were called non-power users in the study) preferred 
to see that Google automatically selected news stories for them, whereas 
people who liked to push a technological device to its functional limit 
(they were called power users in the study) preferred to select the news 
stories by themselves.33

Based on this understanding, you should differentiate experts and 
novices among the consumers, and not ask for too much involvement 
from the novices. In general, novice consumers are less likely to have 
stable preferences and good insights into their preferences.34 Therefore, 
when a consumer has an initial contact with your company (such as talk-
ing to one of your salespersons), there should be a well-defined procedure 
to discern whether the person is an expert or a novice (such as that the 
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salesperson is adept to tell whether the person has stable preferences).35 
With that knowledge in mind, the communication between your com-
pany and the consumer can to be arranged accordingly—the communica-
tion can be somewhat more complex for expert consumers but it needs to 
be relatively simple and less demanding for novice consumers.

Chapter Summary

The key takeaways of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• Your advertising messages should be created based on the 
consumers’ preferences. However, you need to be cautious 
with this message creation process because the consumers’ 
preferences may be unstable and fuzzy. It is possible that the 
consumer preference data you have collected are not reliable 
because people tend to construct their preferences on the fly.

• The same information framed in different ways (such as risk 
choice framing, attribute framing, and goal framing) can lead 
to very different persuasion effects. Therefore, you need to 
frame your advertising messages in a way that is supposed to 
produce certain communication effects you wish to see.

• The effectiveness of your advertising messages is not only 
dependent on the content of the message, but also affected by 
other situational factors such as the media where the messages 
are placed and the timing of advertising.

• For expert consumers, you may interact with them and ask for 
their opinions on your advertising content, framing, medium, 
and timing. To get them involved in these decision-making 
processes is likely to give them a sense of empowerment, 
which usually leads to a positive effect.

• For novice consumers, you need to ensure that the commu-
nication process is relatively simple because they do not have 
sufficient expertise to answer your questions. Information 
overload can make them feel overwhelmed and dissatisfied 
and eventually lose interest in your company.





CHAPTER 8

How to Integrate Different 
Advertising Strategies 

Together

This last chapter summarizes the main arguments presented in the earlier 
chapters. It also concludes on how the three types of advertising strategies 
can be integrated together. Specifically, it answers the following questions:

• What are the good and bad of standardized advertising?
• What are the good and bad of targeted advertising?
• What are the good and bad of individualized advertising?
• What is the key element shared by all three types of advertis-

ing strategies?
• How to integrate the three types of advertising strategies 

together?

Good and Bad of Different Strategies

Standardized Strategy

This last chapter is about some concluding thoughts. I have laid out con-
ceptual differences of three different types of strategies from Chapter 2 to 
Chapter 5. I have also discussed how to measure consumers’ preferences 
and incorporate those data into creating advertising messages in Chapter 
6 and Chapter 7. Now it is time to summarize good and bad of each 
strategy and draw some meaningful conclusions.

All three types of strategies can be interpreted from a market segmen-
tation perspective, but the size of each segment differs. The standard-
ized strategy considers the whole marketplace to be one segment with 
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all consumers belonging to this gigantic segment. This strategy assumes 
that all consumers share common needs and wants, and they will respond 
to a standardized message favorably if it contains an attractive universal 
appeal. Although standardization may be regarded as an outdated strat-
egy, it still has lots of merits.1 To summarize what have been discussed in 
the past few chapters, the major advantages of standardized advertising 
include the following:

• Standardized advertising can save cost. To produce a standard-
ized advertising message is generally less expensive than to 
produce a targeted or individualized advertising message.

• When a company’s advertising is standardized, it helps keep a 
consistent brand image and avoid consumer confusion.

• Standardized advertising’s dependence on consumer data is 
low. A company does not need to measure each consumer’s 
preferences for its standardized advertising. Thus, there is little 
concern of invading consumers’ privacy.

• There is a high potential of using standardized advertising 
across different media. A Super Bowl commercial, for exam-
ple, can be streamed online.

However, the standardized strategy is not without shortcomings. The 
major disadvantages of standardized advertising include the following:

• It is often difficult for a company to find a universal appeal to 
use in a standardized advertising message that will be attrac-
tive to all consumers. Such an appeal tends to be a fad, and 
the company needs to catch it quickly.

• Since standardization is the default format of creating an 
advertising message, consumers are so used to this practice 
that it may not be eye-catching.

• Expert consumers may find standardized advertising not 
engaging or involving because those people oftentimes expect 
to control the information flow. A standardized advertising 
message is unlikely to evoke a feeling of control for those 
consumers.
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• A standardized advertising message can be interpreted as 
a message for everybody, but it may also be interpreted as 
a message for nobody. Therefore, theoretically speaking, 
standardized advertising may be serving a segment of none 
(instead of a segment of all).

Targeted Strategy

The targeted strategy can be regarded as a compromise between the stand-
ardized and individualized strategy. This strategy treats the whole market-
place as several segments and each segment includes a specific group of 
consumers. A targeted message is designed for a selected segment, and it is 
supposed to reflect some common characteristics shared by all consumers 
in this particular segment. In summary, the major advantages of targeted 
advertising include the following:

• Targeted advertising may be cost efficient. In general, to create 
a targeted message is not as expensive as to create an individu-
alized message.

• Similar to the standardized strategy, targeted advertising does 
not require the company to measure consumers’ preferences at 
the individual level. Thus, the concern of invading consumers’ 
privacy is low.

• The requirement of high technologies for creating a targeted 
advertising message is low. No sophisticated algorithm is 
needed for targeted advertising.

• Targeted advertising can help establish a consumer commu-
nity, and enhance its unique identity.

Meanwhile, the main disadvantages of targeted advertising are the fol-
lowing:

• To select a specific consumer group for targeting is sometimes 
an arbitrary judgment. A company that adopts the targeted 
strategy may end up sending targeted messages to a wrong 
consumer group.
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• Generally speaking, the consumers in a target group may be 
closely or loosely bounded. When the group bind is not tight, 
the consumers may not realize a targeted advertising message 
is meant for them because they are not strongly attached to 
the group identity promoted in the message.

• Specific targeted media may not be readily available for a 
targeted advertising campaign. For example, when a company 
wants to target a unique ethnic consumer group in a particu-
lar area, an appropriate ethnic media vehicle may not exist.

• A targeted advertising message should be created based on key 
consumer insights provided by representative consumers in 
the target group. However, it is often challenging to find such 
representative individuals in the consumer research.

Individualized Strategy

The individualized strategy believes that the whole marketplace is con-
sisted of millions of segments, with each consumer being a segment. 
An individualized message is expected to be a unique message created 
for a specific consumer that reflects his or her features. From a com-
munication effect perspective, the individualized strategy may be a 
double-edged sword. It may help increase the message’s persuasiveness 
by catering to the message recipient’s unique needs. However, it may 
hinder the communication effects by being intrusive and offensive.2 
To sum up, the major advantages of individualized advertising are as 
 follows:

• An individualized advertising message is likely to attract peo-
ple’s attention because it looks more personal than a standard-
ized or targeted advertising message.

• Individualized advertising may help a company retain its con-
sumers because people with more experiences tend to appreci-
ate individualized services.3

• Individualized advertising may also help a company build 
a long-term relationship with its consumers because the 
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 company shows respect to each consumer by treating him or 
her in a unique way.

• If an individualized advertising message is built on a strong 
analytical system that can accurately predict a consumer’s 
future preferences, it may generate an immediate consumer 
purchase action.

Nevertheless, individualized advertising bears its own drawbacks:

• Generally speaking, to implement the individualized adver-
tising strategy needs a large capital investment. A company 
needs to have a strong information technology department to 
maintain a large consumer database and track each consumer’s 
contacts with the company.4

• A key premise of individualized advertising is that con-
sumers have stable preferences. They will see the value of 
an individualized message because the message is based on 
those preferences. However, in reality this may not be true 
in many situations. For example, a person can be a big fan of 
chocolate and his or her preference for a chocolate cake over 
other sweets may be consistent. However, he or she may still 
sometimes order another desert in a restaurant depending on 
the specific occasion.5

• A company needs to measure each consumer’s preference for 
creating individualized advertising messages. Consumers’ 
concerns for privacy can be a huge hurdle in this process. 
Thus, the company should be very familiar with the legisla-
tion regarding how consumer privacy ought to be protected.6 
In general, consumers are willing to share personal informa-
tion with those companies that follow the right procedure and 
hold a good reputation.

• Novice consumers may not be able to see the true difference 
between an individualized message and a standardized or 
targeted message due to lack of experience. Individualization 
may not be necessary for those consumers.
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Which Strategy Is Good for Your Business?

All Three Strategies Point to One Thing

The rise of the Internet in the past two decades has fundamentally 
changed the advertising philosophy and practices. A noticeable phe-
nomenon is that some companies have started to create individualized 
advertising instead of the traditional standardized or targeted advertis-
ing, with the help of Internet technologies. Although a few of those 
companies such as Google, Facebook, and Amazon have been quite 
successful in adopting this strategy, the intuitive belief that individual-
ized messages are always more effective than standardized or targeted 
messages is probably misleading.7 Going back to the basic definition of 
advertising discussed in Chapter 1, advertising essentially is commu-
nication. A communication process is consisted of a message sender, 
a message, a medium, and a message receiver. At the end of the day, 
the communication effects of a message are dependent on the mes-
sage receiver’s subjective discretion, rather than the message sender’s 
objective attempt. That is to say, a message sender’s intention in creat-
ing a message may not be correctly translated into a message receiver’s 
perception. For example, a company may create a funny ad and send 
it to many consumers. However, consumers may not necessarily per-
ceive the message to be humorous, potentially because they don’t get 
the joke or because they consider the joke to be offensive instead of 
entertaining.

Following this logic, when a company creates a standardized 
advertising message, consumers may not necessarily perceive the mes-
sage to be standardized. Also, when a company creates an individual-
ized advertising message, it may be misinterpreted as standardized or 
targeted by consumers as well. I recently completed two studies (the 
study results have not been published in a journal yet), and the study 
findings indeed supported this notion. In the first study, I compared 
the effects of individualized messages to targeted messages. Specifi-
cally, I measured the research participants’ travel interests at the indi-
vidual level (the most favorable travel destinations that they wished 
to go to) and the group level (the most favorable travel destinations 
that their peers wished to go to). Then, half of them were exposed to a 
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promotional message that was created based on their individual travel 
interests (this message was meant to be an individualized message), 
while the other half were exposed to a similar message that was cre-
ated based on their peers’ travel interests (this message was meant to 
be a targeted message). It was found that people’s attitudes toward the 
two versions of messages were indifferent because many of them did 
not perceive the first type of message to be more individualized than 
the second one.

In my second study, I tested the effects of individualized messages 
and standardized messages. Half of the research participants were 
exposed to two individualized ads (the two ads greeted the participants 
by their first names), and the rest of the participants were exposed to 
two standardized ads (the two ads were the same to the individualized 
ads except for not including the participants’ names). Again, no sig-
nificant difference was discovered in regard to people’s attitudes toward 
the two versions of ads, because many of them did not regard the ads 
that greeted them by their names to be more individualized than those 
without the names.

The findings in my two studies are actually consistent with what was 
suggested in a recent meta-analysis. According to that meta-analysis of 
57 studies on the effects of individualized messages, the overall effect size 
of individualization was found to be .074.8 The term effect size contains 
statistical meanings. In layman’s language, it refers to the strength of a 
phenomenon. A size of .074 implies a small effect (an effect size smaller 
than .1 will generally be considered as small), which means individualized 
messages may not outperform non-individualized messages in regard to 
the persuasion effects in many cases.

If the message strategy per se does not matter (such as that individual-
ization is not always superior to standardization or targeting), what, then, 
really matters? The answer is personal relevance.9 Consumers do not care 
what process a company uses to create advertising messages. What they 
do care about is whether the message is relevant to them or not. A com-
pany’s advertising will likely generate favorable outcomes if it is perceived 
as highly relevant by the consumers, no matter whether it is based on the 
standardized, targeted, or individualized approach. In other words, if the 
message appears to be irrelevant to the message recipient, it will unlikely 
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be persuasive. Therefore, all three types of strategies actually point to one 
thing, as summarized in the following:

• When a company uses standardized advertising, the key is to 
find a universal appeal that is highly relevant to all consumers.

• When a company uses targeted advertising, the key is to find 
a common characteristic that is highly relevant to all consum-
ers in the target group.

• When a company uses individualized advertising, the key is 
to find a unique feature that is highly relevant to each specific 
consumer.

How to Integrate Three Strategies

Although the three types of strategies contain different conceptual mean-
ings, they are not necessarily contradictory to each other. We can consider 
standardization and individualization to be the two poles of a continuum 
of strategic actions, and targeting as the mid-point.10 The three strategies 
can in fact be integrated together. A company may use one strategy in a 
certain scenario and switch to another in a different context. For exam-
ple, a pharmaceutical company may use traditional print or broadcast 
advertising to reach consumers and encourage them to visit the com-
pany’s website where they can fill out a questionnaire about their specific 
concerns such as quitting smoking or increasing exercise.11 Later on, the 
company can send a personalized newsletter, either printed or electronic, 
to each consumer by responding to his or her specific concerns. This com-
munication process thus is a combination of the standardized strategy 
and the individualized strategy.

Even with the same media platform, the three types of strategies can 
sometimes be integrated seamlessly. Taking Twitter for example, a com-
pany can do all sorts of communication on this social media platform. 
When consumers go to a company’s Twitter account, they get to see the 
same information (the company’s tweets). Thus, this is a case of standard-
ized advertising. When some consumers decide to follow this company 
on Twitter, they become a member of this virtual consumer community 
that the company sets up. From this perspective, it is a case of targeted 
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advertising. When a consumer is involved in a direct conversation with 
the company on Twitter such as that the company retweets his or her mes-
sage or the company replies to his or her comment, this becomes a case of 
individualized advertising.

No matter which media platform a company uses, the ultimate 
goal of its advertising is to influence people. This should be a con-
tinuous process instead of a one-time shot.12 The company needs to 
understand the consumers’ needs and wants, and accommodate them 
accordingly. In this sense, communication is a learning process, an 
interaction process, and also a relationship-building process. It is 
always beneficial for a company to listen to the consumers’ voices 
as long as they are willing to tell. Consumers’ feedback to the com-
pany’s last communication effort, for example, needs to be evaluated 
and recorded, thus the next communication can be more effective.13 
Remember, in today’s digital era, the consumers are the center of com-
munication. No matter whether an advertising message is standard-
ized, targeted, or individualized, it should always be centered around 
the consumers!

Chapter Summary

The key takeaways of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• Each advertising strategy has its own advantages and disad-
vantages. No single strategy is absolutely more effective than 
the others.

• Generally speaking, to produce a standardized or targeted 
advertising message is less expensive than to produce an indi-
vidualized advertising message.

• Standardized advertising and targeted advertising do not 
depend on consumer data at the individual level, thus there 
is little concern of invading consumers’ privacy. However, 
the privacy concern can be a huge hurdle for individualized 
advertising.

• An individualized advertising message is more likely to attract 
people’s attention than a standardized or targeted advertising 
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message. It is also more likely to generate an immediate con-
sumer purchase action.

• Consumers do not care what strategy a company uses to 
create advertising messages. What they care is whether the 
message is relevant to them. A company’s advertising will 
likely generate favorable outcomes if it is perceived as highly 
relevant by the consumers, no matter whether it is based on 
the standardized, targeted, or individualized strategy.

• Although the three types of advertising strategies contain dif-
ferent conceptual meanings, they are not necessarily contra-
dictory to each other. In fact, they can be integrated together 
such as that company may use one strategy in a certain 
scenario and switch to another in a different context.
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